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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes a two-year study of

mathematics performance of sixth-grade students.
Particular emphasis has been given to analysis and

classification of errors made by students solving a
variety of mathematics items. Individual and sex

differences are documented here.

The research was conducted in two parts. In the

first a large, already-existing data set was analyzed.
The data were responses from all sixth-grade children in
California. (The students and the instrument are

described more fully below.) The second part of the

study consisted of individual interviews with 93 sixth -

grade students. The problem-solving behaviors of these
students were studied in depth.

This report has four sections. In the firtt, the

general outline and objectives for the study are

reviewed. The second part describes the results of the
secondary analyses of the California data, and the third
section describes the results of the interview study.

General discussion and conclusions are offered in the
final section.

Several appendices are also attached. Appendices
C, D, and E are manuscripts prepared for journal or book
publication and contain more technical detail about the

research described in this report. Appendix A provides
the items used in the interview portion, of the study,

and Appendix B contains the responses of all childrtn to
the items of Appendix A.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES ,

Four objectives were specified for the project.

They are detcribed below, followed by brief statements
describing success in reaching the obiectives.

(1) To determine the extent to which previously reported

sex differences in the California data exist and

influence student response. The California Assessment
Program (CAP) noted in its Annual Report of 1979 that

girls generally performed better than boys on

computations_ in the three areas of whole numbers,

fractions and decimals. It also reported that boys

generally performed better than girls on story problems

in the same areas. Statistical confirmation is obtained

in the pretent study. Gender interacts significantly
with performance on both story problems and

computationt.

(2) To examine the predominant successful and

unsuccessful strategies used tly sixth grAolg. children in

solving story problems. Initial' identification_ of

unsuccessful strategies comes from examination of the
large set of California data. Responses to each item

(not just story_ problems) are examined and common

elements of distractor choices are determined. A

taxonomy of errors is developed, based upon recognition
of problem ttructure, selection of a problem-solving
strategy, and implementation of the chosen strategy.

(3) To discover tc what extent boyt and girls use
different ttlategies In solving story problems. The

taxonomy developed under objective (2) is applied to the
California data, and major differences in types of

errors made by boys and girls are determined. Further

evidence is gathered in an interview study of 93

children, who solved a restricted class of story

problems.

(4) To determine whether there are underlying cognitive
differences in typical strategies_ of boys and rtirTg and

to identify these differences if they existrProduction
systems simulate the performance of children in solving
the story problems used in the interview study. The

production systems reveal s5.milarities and differences

in steps taken to solve problemt under three general

strategies of problem solving.

5
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STUDY 1: ERRORS ON MULTIPLE-CHOICE TESTS

The first study is an analysis of sixth-grade
students' responses to a standardized achievement test.

Popul-ation_

The data analyzed are achievement test responses
from all sixth grade children enrolled in California
public schools in 1976-79. The testing instrument is

the Survey of Basic Skills: G-rade 8, administered in May
of each year by the California Department of Education
under the California Assessment Program (CAP). Between
275,000 and 300,000 students answered the Survey in each
of the four years studied.

Instrument

The Survey o Bas-lc Skills: Grade 6 is designed to

assess sixth-grade student performance in reading,
.writing, spelling, and mathematics. Each subject area
is scored separately. The purpose of the test it to
estimate average pupil performance on a variety of
concepts. As part of its assessment, CAP gathers data
about each child's language fluency, primary language at
home, age, birthdate, estimated socioeconomic status,
and sex.

Scores are reported for school, district, and state
levels. The test is constructed in such _a way that no
student answers all possible items. Individual results
are not released because they are not comparable.

There are 16 forms of the test, each _containing
unique items. An individual form contains 30 m.,.itiple=

choice items: 10 of mathematics, 8 of reading, 8 of-

writing, and 4 of spelling.

The following areas comprise the 160 mathematics
items:

Area Number of Items
Number Concepts 28
Whole Numbers 28
Fractions 20
Decimals 20

Geometry 20
Measurement 32
Probability 12

Additional information about the Survey of Basic

Grade 6 can be found in the Annual Report of the
California Assessment Program (1979).
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e.:

G-eneral Results

Comparison of Achievement: Computations and Story Problems

For this analysis, attention was restricted to the

mathematics areas of whole numbers, fractions, and

decimals. Only in these areas were there items of _both

computation and Application (story problems). Of the

160 mathematics items, 68 are relevant here: 41

computations and 27 story problems. Each test_ form
contains either 4 or 6 items from these two categories.

There Are two aspects to the analySis of

performance ion computations and story problems. First,

patterns of success and failure by boys and girls on

each of the 16 test formS were compared. Second,

reIationthipS were investigated between success on

either computations or story problems and variables of

reading achievement4 socioeconomic status, primary'

language and age.

Patterns of Achievement. Log-linear analysis was

used to determine the relationship between gender and

patterns of success on story problems and computations.

(Detailt -of-log-linear analysis-may be found in Bishop,
Fienberg, and Holland, 1975.) For each test form, a

binary classification of success was developed. The

classification captured the order of Success (i.e.,

first, second, or third problem correct)_ for story
problems and computations separately. For three story

problems, there were eight possible patterns:
+++
+ +-

+ -+

-++
+ --
-+-
- -+
---

where + denotes successful Solving of the item and =

denotes unsuccessful. There are eight similar patterns

for three computations.

Log-linear analysis provides a means_ of multi-way

contingency table analysis. The factors here are sex,

performance on story problems, and performance on

caFputations. Each factor has several levels. Sex has

two categories, male and female. Success on story

pro5lemt has 2**n categories, where n is the number of

story problems on a particular form. Success on

computations also has 2**n categories, with n being the

numberS of (amputations on the form.

The statistical analysis reveals that a single

model predicts the resuIts of all but one test form.
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Significant components of that model are interactions
between sex and computation success, sex and story-
problem success, and story- problem success and

computation success. The model does not contain the
three-factor interaction.

It is evident from the statistical analysit that

one must consider all three factors when predicting
student success. Knowing how a student performed on
computationS is not sufficient to predict his/her
performance on story problems. Gender must also be

considered.

Other Influences on Problem Solving. Information
about students' reading achievement, socioeconomic
status, primary language and fluency, and age is

collected by the California Department of Education at
the time of testing. This information is used in

conjunction with the mathematics achievement test to
identify subgroups that are more likely to excel or lag

in problem-solving success.

The variables socioeconomic status, primary
language and age do not appear to be sex- relate-

factors. Boys consistently perform better than girls on
story problems, and girls consistently perform better
than boys on items of computations '(with minor
exceptions for older children of both sexes). No

subgroup of socioeconomic status of either sex -s

Significantly weaker or stronger than the others. This
doe8 not mean socioeconomic status is not highly related
to mathematics performance; it means that boys and girls
of each SES classification appear to be influenced in

approximately the same way.

Similar results are found for age and primary
language. Only children identifed by teachers as being
fluent in English are included in the language analysis.
One intriguing finding is that children whose primary
language was Chinese or Japanese (e.g., the language
spoken at home) are much more successful in solving both
types of items than children who spoke English only.

The, comparison of reading achievement and

succeStful solving of computations and story problems
indicateS that girls with high reading achievement, as

measured_ by the reading test of the Survey of Basic
Skills: GradeAS are relatively weaker in solving story

problems than any other group. This finding suggests
that factors other than reading influence story problem

performance. (Details of this and other analyses are
'4iven in Marshall, Note 1, attached as Appendix C.)

8
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Error Analysis

Two issues concerning error analysis are addressed

in this study: (1) consistency of distracter selection

by boys and girls and 12) classification of predominant

errors. Four years of CAP data are used to investigate

these issues: 1976=1979. /.sp
Consistency. Again, log-linear techniques are used

to analyze student performance. Three factors are of

interest: sex, choice of distracter, and year of

response. To evaluate consistency, it is necessary to
determine whether boys uconsistently make one error and

girls another4 regardless of instruction, textbook, or

peer group. Thus, comparisons are made of four groups

of students: those in the sixth grade in 1976, 1977,

1978, and 1979.

All items of the Survey are used in this study.

For each item, a three-factor analysis was carried out.

It was hypothesized that interaction_ between sex and
distracter selection would be a significant component of

the model and, further, that the three-factor

interaction of sex- by- distractor -by -year would not be a

significant component. The three=factor interaction

would suggest that boys and girls varied in their choice

of response in different years and would negate the

consistency hypothesis.

A model of best fit was determined for each of the

160 items. One model accounts for eighty percent of all

items. There are consistent sex differences for all but

19 of the 180 items.

Classification of errors. A simple model of

problem solving is developed as the foundation of the

error classification. In this model, there are three

stages: (1) identification of the problem type from

features within the item; (2) selection of an

appropriate strategy for use with the recognized problem
type; (3) implementation of the strategy. Errors may be

made in any of these stages',. In particular, errors may

be those of:

1. Attention to spatial and visual cues
2. Attention to verbal cues
3. Selection of inaccurate or inappropriate algorithm

4. Guessing strategies
5. Translation from words to arithmetic expressions

6. Perseverance in use of a chi:Sten algorithm

Errors 1 and 2 are errors of the first stage of problem

solving. They reflect inability to identify necessary

features of the item. Errors 3 and 4 correspond to

difficulties in selecting a strategy or approach for

solving a problem. Finally, errors 5 and 6 reflect

9
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problems in implementation of a chosen strategy.
Details of classification and example items illustrating
each category' of error are given in Marshall, Note 2,
attached'as Appendix D.

Both sexes make errors of all types. However,
girls appear more likely to err in recognizing releva
features of an item, whether spatial or verbal. Bo

on the other hand, have more difficulty in implementing
a chosen strategy.

STUDY 2: ERROR ANALYSIS AND COGNITIVE PROCESSES

The second study is an investigation of sixth-grade
students problem-solving techniques. These techniques
were observed during individual interviews.

Population

Ninety-three students were involved in this phase
of the study, 49 girls and 44 boys. Sixth grade
students in two public elementary schools were asked to
participate. A large majority of students in both
schools were interviewed. All but two of the sixth

graders enrolled in one school took part. Parents of
these students requested that their children be

excluded. In the second school, one of three teachers
did not want his students to be involved in the study.
Additionally, parents of five other students requested
that their children also be excluded. The resulting
sample consisted of approximately 95 percent from the
first school and 60 percent of all sixth graders from
the second school.

Both schools participating in the study are

predominantly white, middle class schools. Each has an
enrollment between 350-400 students in grades
kindergarten through sixth grade.

The school with the highest rate of participation
is traditional. One teacher instructs his/her students
in all subject areas. The students are not grouped by

ability. Each classroom contains students of varying
ability.

The second school operates under the 'pod' svetem.

The school itself consists of several small buildings
(pods). Each building houses two or three classrooms.
Grades 1-3 form the lower level, and grades 4-6 form the
upper level. Students are grouped by ability in English
and mathematics at each level. Students may have
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different teachers for different subject areas, and

their classroom peers vary accordingly.

We assume no systematic bias in the samples for the

two schools. 'The excluded classroom from the

traditional school did not contain students grouped- by

ability. Therefore, we assume these students were

simiIarto thote who did participate. Studentt in the

second school were grouped by ability, and different

classes do reflect differing levels of ability.

However, we were able to interview almost all students
in the second 'School and thus did not ek6lude any group

formed by similar. capabilities.

INTERVIEW PROCEDURES

Format

Each student participated in a single 45-minute

interview. The interviewer was a female graduate

student in psychology with previous experience in

interviewing students. At the beginning of the

interview, the examiner explained to the child that our

purpose was to look at the ways sixth=grade children

solved story problems. It was particularly stressed

that we did not expect the individual to solve each

problem. Each student was also told that his/her

performance was confidential, and the results would not

be given to teachers or parents.

During the first ten minutes of the interview, the

student solved_ a set of story problems in the usual

paper=and=pencil format. The purpose of this pretest

was twofold. First, we needed an example from each

student containing typical work. We wished to estimate

the extent to which our interview procedures unduly

changed a student's method of problem solving.

Compariton of pretest performance with interview

performance on selected items allowed us to monitor the

effects of the interview. Second, we felt the pretest
served as a "warm-up" for the student. Solving problems

in a manner similar to usual classroom procedures helped

put the student at ease.

Following the pretest, each student was asked to

solve at most ten story problems. For five of the

problems, the student was asked to describe how he or

she would make a plan to solve the problem. Four

questions were raised about each item. First, the

student was asked to recall as much of the item as

possible from memory. Second, the student was asked to

specif' the question in the item. Third, the student

was asked to make a plan about how to solve the item and

to describe each step in the plan. Finally, the student

was asked to identify the important features in the item

that helped him/her develop the plan.
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For the remaining five items, the student was asked

to imagine a friend could not solve the item and had
asked him/her to explain it. The student was given a

piece of paper with only the item printed on it. The
paper was divided into two parts; on one part the
student was able to write if he/she needed to do so. On
the other part, the interviewer recorded what the
student said and the justifications given for any
operations.

Items

Twenty items were used in the interviews. ffalf of
the students responded to a set of ten items in the
pretest and then answered questions about a _second set
of ten in the interview. The remaining students were
given the second set of items as a pretest and answered
the first set as interview items. The items are given
in Table 1 of Appendix A.

In general, no difference in types of errors was
noted between pretest behavior and interview behavior.
The major errors on the pretest items were also the
major errors when the items were used in the interview.

Twelve of the -items were matched. That is, six of
the items in the first set were matched with six of the
items in the second set. These items allowed us to
compare oerformance on the usual paper-and-pencil format
with performance under the more unusual interview
format. The matched items are indicated in Table 2 of
Appendix A.

One item was not included in any analysis (Item

20). This item proved to be too difficult for our
sample of sixth=grade children. Most _of the students
did not attempt to solve it; the remaining ones made
idiosyncratic errors that could not be easily
interpreted.

Recording of Data

Each interview was tape-recorded. In addition, the
interviewer recorded as any observations as possible on
special coding sheets. Using the procedures described
above, we found that the interviewer could transcribe
almost word for word the student's description of
his/her problem solving. The tapes served primarily as
back-up data recordingS.

Since the interviewer recorded most of the

student's statements during the interview, complete
transcription from the tape recordings was not
necessary. Instead, each tape was played, and any
information not already recorded by the interviewer was

12
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added to the coding Sheets. This procedure was quite a

bit faster than the usual transcription of interview

protocols. In general, the interviewer was able to

record almost every statement of the studentS. At a

later time, the final 35 minutes of each tape was played
(omitting the 10 minutes used in the pretest), and any

additional comments were easily added to the original

coding sheets. Few transcriptions were needed.

One particular advantaae of our data recording is

that we avoided the problem of trying to interpret _a

student's statement that did not record clearly. In

practice, this procedure. meant that much of the data

were available immediately for analysis.

General Results
Pretest Responses

In general, student8 found the nineteen items to be

difficult. The average proportion of students correct

per item was 0.364. Boys were somewhat more successful

than girls (0.405 versus 0.3272) but the difference is

not statistically significant. Average proportions

correct for boys and girls on the two sets of items at

the two schools are given below:

School I School 2

Set 1 Set 2 Set 1 Set 2

Boys 0.359 0.509 0.333 0.420

GirlS 0.343 0.342 0.296 0.329
t

Proportions are analyzed rather than total test scores

because the elimination of one item created an

inequality in the numberof items on the two test forms.

No statistical difference between sex, Schools, or forms

was found. Thus, for the remaining discussion, no

distinction is made between forms or Schools.

Interview Responses

It is infeasible to compute average proportion

correct for the interview items because not all students

attempted to solve all items. Several students

attempted only seven, eight, or nine items. In general,

their responses to the items were more complete and

lengthy than other students, and they simply ran out of

time. In these cases, the interviewer used her

discretion in selecting items for the student to answer.
If the student had shown little difficulty in solving

the initial items, the interviewer selected those items

with greater difficulty when time was limited. Most

students who were unable to solve the items had no time

constraint because they merely said they could not solve

13



an item, and the interviewer produced the next item.
Little time was spent on items that were too difficult.

It is possible to determine the average probability
of success per item for boys and for girls by dividing
the numbers of rlIccessful individuals by the number of
students attempting to solve the item. These
probabilities are given for both pretest and interview
in Table 3 of Appendix A. Separate probabilities for
each sex are also given in this table.

One objective here is to identify characteristic
errors of students over the set of story problems. The
responses by sex to the items are given in detail in

Appendix B. It is clear that there are some errors that
are more prevalent in girls' responses than in bovs',
and there are errors that are more common in boys'
responses than in girls'.

For example, consider Item 16:

Mary has 15 hair ribbons. She gives 1/5 of-thern-_to-A11,Pe
How many hair ribbons does Mary have left?

One noticeable error made by boys is to compute: 1/5 x

15 = 5. These students then continue to solve the
problem with the incorrect value of 5. This error,
according to the students' statements, is not simply an
error in arithmetic but is an error in the students'
perception of fraction. A common explanation for this
result is that "There are three fifths in 15. If she
gave one of those away, she would have two of the fifths
left_." These students go on to state that a fifth is

equal to five and therefore the quantity 'two-fifths' is
ten.

The most noticeable error in girls' responses is

the subtraction of the fraction 1/5 from the quantity
15. Many more girls than boys' attempted this
computation, and they gave as a final answer 14 and 4/5
hair ribbons.

There are similar errors on other items. However,
it Should be pointed out that boys and girls make
Similar errors, and those identified as characteristic
of one sex are not exclusively mistakes of that sex.

Responses to Matched Items

Six of the items on each pretest were matched with
six items_ given in the interview (see Table 2 of
Appendix A). A comparison of boys' and girls' rates of

success on these items allows us to infer the degree to
which our interview procedures interfere with students'
problem solving.

r 14
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Not all students had sufficient time to respond to

all items. Only those attempting all twelve problems

are included in the analysis. Sixty students did so:

32 boys and 28 girls.

The average numbers of items answered correctly by

boys and girls are given below:

Pretest Interview
Boys R 3.1 3.8

SD 1.33 1.32

Girls X 2.6 2.9

SD 1.40 1.46

An unweighted-means analysit of repeated measures yields

significant F values for tests of sex and of repeated

testing. There are significant differences between boys

and girls, F (1,58) = 4.567, 2 < .05, and between the

pretest performance and interview performance of all

children, Y /1,58) = 7.689, 2 < .01. 0.05 level.

The difference between boys and girls is less than

the difference between pretest and interview responses.

It-was-expected that both boys and girls would be

somewhat better in their responses to the interview

items for two reasons: (1) the interview procedures

focused attention on the features of the item and (2)

repetition of items having similar formats frequently

improves performance. In the interview, a student is

more likely to avoid careless errors because he/she is

asked to explain each step of the problem-solving

process. Many students corrected themselvet as they

made these explanations.

Post-hoc analyses indicate that the significant

findings of the repeated-measures tests are occasioned

by the difference in boys' pretest_ and interview

responses. sThese are ignificantly_different, t (42) =

3.144, < .01. A similar comparison for girls Yields a

value of t lets than_unity. Additionally, no difference

is found -between boys and girls on the pretest items.

We conclude that boys make significant gains in the

interview format, either because it reduces their errors

of arithmetic or because it enhances their abilities to

identify proper strategies for solution.

Sex Differences in Errors

Most of the errors made by students during the

interview fall into three classifications: (1) errors

in recognizing important information in the statement of

the problem; (2) errors in selecting the proper

arithmetic operation to perform; or (3) errors of

arithmetic facts. Only the first two are of interest

here.

15
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Boys and girls appear to be equally likely to

recognize or fail to recognize the underlying structure
of an item. All children were_ relatively weak in

identifying the general form of a problem. This is
apparent in the lack of consistency in students'
responses to matched items. Frequently, a student chose
one operation on one item in the pretest and selected a

different operation for the related item in the
interview. This is discUssed more fully in Marshall,
Note 3, attached as Appendix E.

Three strategies of problem solving are evident in

the students' .responses. The first approach requires
processing of all information'in the problem and using
it effectively. The second approach focuses only on
particular key words in the item, and the choice ,of
operation is directed by the words that are noticed.
The third approach is a form of guessing: selecting an

arithmetic operation on the basis of the relative size
of the numbers in the item.

Consider Item 17_ of Table 1, Appendix A. The
general structure of thiS item is given in Figure 1.
The difficulty of the item is in determining the amount
to be removed. The correct, solution depends upon
recognition of the fractional component and the

transformation of the fractional part of the whole to
units of the original quantity. Thus, 1/3 of the cards
means 1/3 of the quantity 12, which is 4. This amount
is removed from 12 and the resulting 8 is the correct
response. Students operating under the first strategy
defined above would work the problem similarly.

The second approach focuses on key words. There

are two choices of key words in this item: of and have
left. Students_attending to the word of seek to perform
the operation of multiplication. If questioned about the
choice, many respond with statements such as "My teacher
says OF always means multiply." Thus, the general
structure of the problem is never perceived. These
students simply multiply 1/3 times 12. The other choice
of key words leads to the operation of subtraction.
Students focusing on the words "have left" apparently
search for two numbers. They find the quantities 1/3
and 12, and they subtract the smaller from the larger,
finding an answer of 11 2/3. Although this is an

illogical choice (one does not generally have 2/3 of a
baseball card), the students are satisfied with the

result.

For this particular item, the guessing strategy
based upon the size of the numbers usually leads to the
response of 1/3 x 12. A student using this strategy
makes a response such as, "Oh, . . I don't know. . .

I guess I would multiply." When asked why he/she

16
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multipIed, the student is unable to state a reason.

Apparently, students realize that when given a simple

fraction and a whole number, the most likely operation

to be required is multiplication.

A Model of Stude -nt Performance

Students exhibited differences in cognitive

processing during the interview. One of our re-,earch

goals was to model these differences. A useful method

of modeling individual performance on a complex task is

a production system. Such a system is made up of a set

of rules, each having two components: condition and

action. The condition of a production rule must be met

before the action specified in the rule can be taken.

The system consists of the set of rulest a mechanism

called working memory, and a mechanism for maintaining

goals. The set of rules reflects the individual's

knowledge of arithmetic and his/her general strategies

of problem solving. Working memory contains bits of

information gleaned from the problem currently being

solved. The goal structure reflects subgoals set by the

individual as he/she solves a problem. Computations to

be taken or transformations to be made are examples of

goals. The conditional statement of a production rule

refers to components of working memory or of the goal

list.

There are 64 production rules. A Subset of the

rules is given in Table 4 of Appendix A. The system is

programmed in LISP and runs on a VAX computer under the

UNIX operating system. The list of ruleg given in Table

4 is translated. the LISP notation to a more

readable form. In practice, each production consists of

two LISP statements. The first statement contains the

conditional statement. If the evaluation of this

statement is positive, the second statement of the rule

is executed.

During execution of the system, each production

rule has some probability of being called. However, it

is inefficient to have the system Scan each production

rule every time a rule may be needed.because many rules

will be incapable of firing in the particular situation.

For example, if there are no numbers contained in

working memory and the immediate goal is the

identification of numbers from text, it is a waste of

computing (processing) time to scan all productions that

specify how two numbers can be combined. Since two

numbers do not exist already in working memory, these

rules cannot possibly be used at this time. Thus,

rather than scanning every rule in the set, only subsets

of pertinent rules are evaluated. A rule having a

satisfied conditional statement is selected and the

appropriate action for the rule is taken. This action
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generally modifies either working memory or the goal

list for the problem. Thus, there exists a new

configuration for the system. Processing begins anew,

and the system searches for a production rule whose

conditional statement is Satisfied.

One feature of the current system is that it

attempts to find rules that operate on the most recent

entry in working memory and on the most recently

established goal. Thus, if the goal list contains the
subgoals of making a trantformation from whole number to

fractional form and -also_ of subtracting the transformed
number from a second, the transformation goal takes

precedence. Once the transformation is completer the
goal is removed from the list and the most immediate

goal to be satisfied becomes that of subtraction.

Unlike most production systems\ that model

individual performance, the current system contains
several strategies for solving problems. Thug, there

exist decision points at which several production rules
might be executed, each leading to different Solutions.

The choice of rule in this case dependS upon the

probability with which actual students \uSed each

strategy.

The current system is designed to model student
performance on the pair of problems, Items 7 and 17 (see
Table 1 of Appendix A). It also models behavior on

other problems requiring fractions and with slight
modification can model all but a few of the nineteen
problems used in the present study.

Three Strategies

Three general strategies of problem solving are

modeled. These correspond to those described in the

previous section: (1) recognition of general structure,
(2) key word identification, and (3) guessing patterns.
These three strategies contain a surpriSingly large

number of common production rules. The strategies
differ only in the inclusion or exclusion of a few

important rules. Thus, the same system can model
performance by a diverse set of individualS.

Figure 2 illustrates the complete production system

as a network of arcs and nodes. Presence of a

particular arc means a production rule exists that

allowS the system to move from one node via the arc to a

second node. No individual would have the complete set

of arcs and nodes shown in this figure; Rather, some

arcs -would be missing, indicating that the individual

would not be able to empIoya strategy requiring the

associated productions. Theree...Ore Several points of

entry into the system. ThjeSe are denoted by the

unlabeled small circlet;
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Execution of_ the system under each of the three)

Strategies depends upon defining the initial state of
the system. Under the recognition.of-general-structure
Strategy, initialization begins at the upper left start

position of Figure 2. If the strategy is that of

guessing; the initial goal becomes to identify two

numbers. If the strategy depends upon determination of

key words, clearly the initial goal must be to recognize
key words in the problem. Many of the same production

rules will then be called, but they will be executed in

different onder. For example, in the guessing Strategy,

firSt the numbers will be identified and relevant
features about them noted. The choice of arithmetic
operation will depthd upon which features are recognized
(e.g., large and small numbers or fraction and whole

numbers). For the key word strategy, the key word
determines the operation, and the numbers to be operated _

on must then be identified. Choice of operation
determines the features of the numbers to be noted.

That it, if subtraction is to be the operation, the

system must identify both a large and a small number.

19
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CONCLUSIONS

In both studies carried out here, girls were more
likely to make errors leading to illogical responses and

errors resulting from guessing 3trategiet. However,
both boys and girls were weak in solving story problems
and could benefit a great deal from further instruction.
A large number of children seemed to believe that there
were firm rules to apply iR solving story problems and

that these rules could be applied just as one applies
rules of subtraction or multiplication. Girlt may be

more likely than boys to make such assumptions. Very
few students demonstrated ability to think about the

problems and discern the underlying structure of the
statements. (The manuscript in Appendix D discusses
this issue in greater detail.)

Results of the production system simulation show
that the three predominant strategies used by boys and
girls are related. Many common nodes and arcs exist
within the three approaches. The similarities between
the strategies and the rules executed for each one
suggest that the strategies are developmentally related.
The strategy of guessing requires the fewest production
rules; no parsing or understanding of the text is ,

needed. The strategy is context-free. The key-word
strategy is slightly more complex than the guessing one
The entire text is not processed, but isolated words or

phrases are uriderstood and the choice of arithmeic
operation depends upon the words that are noticed.
Finally, the strategy requiring recognition of the
structure of the problem depends upon the entire text,

and as such requires the largest number of production
rules.

There is some evidence that this hierarchical or

developmental relationship exists in sixth grade
students. On the very easy problems- (see Items 4 and 14
of Table 1), almost all students described the general
structure of the problem. They discussed cookies in the
box or apples in the basket with confidence,and their
justifications of operation referred to the content of

the item rather than to key words or,numbers. In

contrast, on the Items 7 and 17, any 'of these same
students focused on the key words. Thus, the words
have left' meant subtraction or the word of meant

multiply. Little or no reference was made to the
situations described.in the items or to the units being
manipulated (cards or ribbons). Finally, on Items 3 and
13, many of the students could not find key words (or

did not attempt to locate them) and they opted to divide
or multiply with no justification other than it seems
right' or 'maybe 3 goes into 24'.
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The implication is that when all else failt, the

students fall back on comparing the sizes of the numbers

in an item. If the item is easy, almost all students

can think about the context of the problem and can frame

their responsesin terms of the context. For more

difficult items, there may be too much information for

them to process and they ignore many of the contextual

references. When the problem is not understood, all
contextual clues are ignored and the numerical values

alone are processed.

Girls did perform better than boys on computationt

and worse than boys on story problems. These resultd

are clear in the large California data set. Girls also

were slightly more proficient in reading than boys._ At
first glance, these seem to be contradictory results.

If girls are better readers and better at solving

computations, why are they weaker in solving story

problems?

The results of the student interviews in Study 2

offer one explanation for this discrepancy. Girls who

solve computations well are accustomed to selecting one

or possibly two rules which they then use in performing

their calculations. Proficient solvers access these

rules in memory readily and can achieve the correct

computation. Such students_may attempt to transfer this

approach to the solving of story problems. ,After all,
rfirm reliance on rules has been consistently rewarded in

computations. Teachers often introduce methods of

problem-solving as if rules can be applied in story

problems as well as in computations. Examples of such

rules are (1) identify or isolate the numbers in the

problems (many students explained carefully to us that

their teachers always had them write down all numbers in

a problem), or (2) focus on certain words_ in a problem,

with the objective of identifying the necessary

operation to perform ("My teacher says OF always means

multiply" is a common response);

Sitice bOYt_tend to score less well_ on_ tests of

computations than do girls, one might tentatively

postulate that boys are not as rule-governed as are

girls and that, consequently, they are not as tempted to

fit story problems into known ruled or_.algorithms.

Further study is necessary to detertine if this is the

case
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Table

All Items Used In Study 2

Set

(1) A girl has a blank, piece of paper. She writes eight words
on the paper, erases five, and then writes nine more. How

many words are on the paper?

(2) Janet Spends 2/3 of her allowance on school lunches_and 1/6
on entertainment. What part of her allowance is left?

(3) A cabe of soda contains 24 bottles. If one out of every

three bottles is empty, how many full bottles of soda are
in the case?

(4) Thirty apples fill a third of a basket. How many apples

are in the basket when it is full?

(5) You've _been asked to set the table for your family fire a

week. There are six members of your family, and you have 16

meals together each week. At every meal, you give each

family member a knife, a fork, and a spoon. How many
utensilS do you set in place during the week?

(6) When it left the station, a bus was carrying 40 passengers.
It made five stops. At the first two stopS, no one got_off

the but, but 5 and 7 passengers got on. Eight passengers
got off at each of the last three stops, and no one got on
How many people were on the bus after the fifth stop?

(7) Mary has 15 hair ribbons. She gives 1/5 of them to Alice.

How many ribbons does Maiy have left?

(8) A parking area can accommodate 24 buses, If 5 cars can

be parked in the space used by 3 buses, how many cars can
be parked in the parking area?

(9) Pam counted 7 heads and 24 legs on her pet hampsters and

patakeeta; How many of Pam's pets are parakeets and how
many are hampsters?

(10) Chris droVe from. Santa Barbara to Ojai to Ventura and

to Santa Barbara without going back to Ojai. Altogether

he drove 90 miles. The distance from Santa Barbara to

is 26 miles, and the distance from Santa Barbara to Ojai

is 33 miles. What is the distance between Ojai and Ventura?

23
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Set 2

(11) A baby came to a staircase. She climbed up five steps,

climbed down three steps, and then climbed up six steps
and was at the top. How many steps were in the staircase?

(12) When Mike and Sally camp home from school they found

a chocolate cake. Mike ate half of the cake, and Sally ate

a third of the 'cake that Mike had left. How much of the
whole cake was left after Sally ate her piece?

(13) A bus has seats for 48. passengers. If one out of every six
seats is empty' how many passengers are on the bus?

(14) There are ten cookies in half a box. How many cookies are
in the box when it is full?

(15) You have been chosen as manager of your school band. There

are eight members of the band, and they will have 11

practice sessions this year. If you have to put away an
instrument, a music folder, and a music stand for each band
member after every practice, how many objects will you put
away this year?

(16) When it arrived at the elementary school, the bookmobile
had 85 bookt. One student returned 8 books and checked out

11 others. Two more students brought back 4 bookt each,

and another student checked out 6 books. How many books
are now in the bookmobile?

(17) John has 12 baseball cards. He gives 1/3 of them to Jim;
How many doeS John have left?

(18) In.a grocery display, there are a dozen watermelons. Each
melon takes up the same amount of space as 8 oranges. If

the grocer decided to replace half the watermelons with
oranges, how many oranges would he need?

(19) A group of bicycle riders took a three day trip. On the

first day, they traveled 14 miles further than they had

originally planned. On the second day, they went 8 miles

less than they had planned, and on the third day, they
traveled 16 miles more than they had planned. If the bike

riders actually traveled a total of 180 miles in 3 days,
how many miles had they originally planned to bike?

(20) How many tiles would you need to cover the floor of a room

that is 8 feet wide and 12 feet long if every tile is 4

inches on each side?
24



Table 2

Matched Items for Pretest and Interview

(1) A girl has a blank piece of paper. She writes eight words
on the paper, erases five, and then writes nine more. How
many words are on the paper?

(11) A baby came to a staircase. She climbed up five steps,

climbed down three steps, and then climbed up six steps
and was at the top. now many steps were in the staircase?

(3) A case of soda contains 24 bottles. If one out of every
three bottles is empty, how many full bottles of soda are
in the case?

(13). A bus has seats for 48 passengers. if one out of every six
seats is empty, how many passengers are on the bus?

(4) Thirty apples fill a third of a basket. How many apples
are in the, basket when it is full?

(14) There are ten cookies in half a box. How many cookies are
in the box when it is full?

(5) You've been asked to set the table for your family for a
week. There are six members of your family, and you have 16
meals together each week. At every meal, you give each

family member a knife, a fork, and a spoon. How many
utensils do you set in place during the week?

(15) You have been chosen as manager of your school band. There

are eight members of the band, and they will have 11

practice sessions this year. If you have to put away an
instrument, a music folder, and a music stand for each band
member after every practice, how many objects will you put
away this year?

(6) When it left the station, a bus was carrying 40 passengers.
It made five stops. At the first two stops, no one got off
the bus, but 5 and 7 passengers got'on. Eight passengers
got off at each of the last three stops -and no one got on.
How many people were on the bus after the fifth stop?

(16) when it arrived at the elementary school, the bookmobile
had 85 books. One student returned 8 books and checked out
11 others. Two more students brought back 4 books each,
and another student checked out 6 books. How many books
are now in the bookmobile?

(7) Mary haS 15_hair riblions; She gives 1/5.of them to Alide.
How many ribbons does Mary have left?

(17) John has 12 baseball'cards He gives 1/3 of them to JIM.
How many &Jet; JOhh have left?
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Table 3

Proportion Correct of Boys and Girls on
Prdtest and Interview Items

PRETEST: INTERVIEW:

ITEM BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS

(1) paper . .95 .96 1.00 .95

(2) allowance .29 .15 .14 .05

(3) hampsters .24 .12 .30 .15

(4) busstop .62 .46 .68 .35

(5) parking .48 .27 .62 .16

(6) soda .33 .27 .18 .24

(7) ribbons .33 .12 .13 .04

(8) driving .38 .31 .30 .17

(9) apples .81 .56 .74 .52

(10) meals .38 .27 .17 .33

(11) baby .43 .48 1.00 .88

(12) cake .09 .22 .25 .09

(13) bikes .13 .04 .50 .32

(14) bookmobile .26 .30 .75 .43

(15) melons .65 .39 .80 .75

(16) busseats .13 .29 .45 .19

(17) baseball .22 .22 .50 .30

(18) cookies .96 1.00 1.00 1.00

(19) band .30 .13 .59 .62

*This table contains only responses of individuals who had

sufficient time to attempt the items. The items are given

in full in Table 1 of Appendix A.
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Table 4

A Portion of the Production System

CONDITION

P1 If strategy is key =word dependent,
and working memory contains neither
key words nor numbers

P2 If key word is HAVE LEFT

P3 If operation is subtraction,
and there are two numbers in'
working memory but they have
not been classified,

P4 If operation is subtraction,
and working memory contains a large
and a small number,

P5 If an operation has been carried
out, and if the strategy is based
on key words,

.ACTION

Locate a key word in text.

Select operation
subtraction.

Identify large and small
values.

Subtract small value from
the large one,

Return_the'result of. the
operation as the answer.



Figure 1

A general model of the underlying structure of Item 17.
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Figure 2

Graph network, corresponding to the full production system;
production system;
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Student Responses to Pretest and Interview Items

1. PROBLEM: A girl has a blank piece of paper. She writes eight words

on the paper, erases five, and then writes nine more. How

many words are on the paper?

CORRECT STRATH IES :

(1) One strategy was used predominantly: 8 - 5 + 9 = 12.

INTERVIEW: 22 boys, 19 girls
PRETEST: 20 boys, 21 girls

(2) Drew 8 marks; crossed out 5; drew 9 more.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(3) One student read 'eighty ° for 'eight and then Solved the item

correctly.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 bays; 1 girl

(4) Nto work shown; correct answer.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

INCORRECT? STRATIM

Some students added all numbers.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(2 Some students did not have time to solve the problem.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

2. BLEM: Janet spends 2/3 of her allowance on school lunches and

1/6 on entertainment. What part of her allowance is left?

CO STRNTS;LES:

(1) Only one strategy was used. Students first added the two fractions

"to find out how much she spent". Then they subtracted from

6/6 ("the whole aIlowance").,
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 6 boys 4 girls

INCORRECT SWAMIES:

(1)Ikeyword: HOW MANY LEPT? rty students elected to subtract because

of the keyword. All subtracted the smaller fraction from the larger.

INTERVIEW : 12 boys, 9 girls
PRETEST: 10 boys, 12 girls

to

30
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(2) addition: first step of correct solution. Add the two fractions.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys,' 2 girls

PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(3) Total not given: Four students said the problem could not be solved

because the amount of allowance was not given. The two boyS

attempted to solve it anyway. One made up a quantity ($.90)

and worked with it. The other reached the sum 5/6 and then

said that You would subtract that from the whole thing, if

you knew what it was." The girls simply said it couldn't be done.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(4) Division: divide 1/6 / 2/3

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(5) Some students ran out of time before attempting this one.

IMTIVIENI: 2 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(6) On the pretest, two students left the item blank. Interview

response was 'don't know'.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 6 girls

(7) Unique or unclear responses.
1NTERVIEW:_ 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

3. PROBLEM: A case of Soda contains 24 bottles. If one out of

every three bottles is empty, now many full bottles

of soda are in the case?

CORRECT STRAMMIES:

(1) Most studentg correct on the item solved it by dividing 24

by 3 and then subtracting the resulting 8 from 24 (answer 16).

Two students on pretest did not show first step but

did 24 - 8 = 16 only._ One student on interview changed

representation to multiplication rather than division for the

first step and to addition rather than subtraction for the

second step.
INTERVIEW: 3 boyS4 5 girls

PRETEST: 6 boyS, 5 girls

(2) Correct by drawing: 3 columns of 8 slashes, or 24 circles

with every third one marked out.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls
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(3) One student wrote the series of numbers 3,6,9,12,...,24. Under

each of these he wrote a He counted the number of 'T's for

the correct answer.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 lyay, 0 girls

(4) One student divided 24 by 3 and obtained 8. He then multiplied

8 x (3 - 1) = 16. This student showed evidence of transfer

because he said he could now solve the bus seats problem.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

INOORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Most of the students made the same error--they divided 24 by

3 and considered that to be the answer. When asked why they

divided, 5 said "because 1 out of every -3 was empty". (2 boys,

3 girls): 4 said they divided "to see how many are full"

(3 boys, 1 girl). 2 (boys) said "to see how many are empty".

INTERVIEW: 10 boys, 8 girls
PRETEST: 8 boys, 13 girls

(2) 1 student multiplied 24 x 1/3 = 8. Could not say why multiplied.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(3) Several students subtracted 3 from 24.
One pretest response 21 with no work.
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(4) Miscellaneous errors: each response is unique.

INTERV333W: 1 boy, -1 girl

PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girl

(5) Several students subtracted 3 - 1-_= 2 (since took one away)

and then divided 24 by 2 to get 12.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(6) Other responses of 8: one student transformed the problem

into multiplication (3 x 8 = 24) and answer was 8.

Two students on pretest responded 8 with no work.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(7) Several students could not solve the problem in the interview.

Pretest response was blank.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, -2 girls

PRETEST: 3 boys, 2 girls

(8) Some students ran out of time on interview.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 student8
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4. PROBLEM: Thirty apples fill a third of a basket. How many apples

are in the basket when it is full?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) MUltiplication: 30 x 3 = 90. Recognize that 1/3 equals 30.

State need to find what equals 3/3.

INTERVIEW: 8 boys, 5 girl
PRETEST: 12 boys, 7 girls

(2) Multiplication and addition: (2 x 30) + 30 = 90. Recognize

that 1/3 of basked is accounted for and find what is needed for

remaining 2/3. Look for explicit mention of 2/3 in this strategy.

INTERVIEW: 5 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 studentS

(3) Addition: 30_+ 30__+ 30. Frequent stress on keywords "how many".

IN +T: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 0 girls

(4) Division: 30 divided by 1/3. Students using this strategy

could not explain wby they did so.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Solving by analogy: 1/3 = 30; 2/3 = 60; 3/3 90.

INTERVM14: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(6) Solution by drawing: drew basket divided into thirds and then

multiplied or added for correct answer.
INTERVIEW: I boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(7) 1 student knew the answer -was 90 but had no idea how he

reached that response: "I can't tell your I have it in my head."

Pretest responses had correct answer but showed no work.

INTERVMI: I boy, _0 girls

PRETEST: 2 boys, 4 girls

INCORRECirSTRATIZIES:

(1) Several studentt 60. They either added 30 + 30 = 60

CT responded 60 an no work.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, -2 girls

PRErESr- I boy, 1 girl

(2) Canbination of numbers: 30 and 1/3. Two girls added, because

30 and 1/3. Two girls added, because "it says bow many are in

"it says how many are in the basket when its full." TOD girls

and one boy subtracted 1/3 from 30. Four multiplied. 'IUD

boys obtained 10; one girl answered 91; one girl responded 30/3.

MITI:NMI: 2 boys, -4 girls

PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

aC 3.
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(3) 2 (interviews) responded 120. One appeared to believe that 30 x 3

it 120. The other multiplied 4 times 30, implying that she

interpreted thirds as quarters. One pretest response added 30 + 90.

INTERVIEW 0 boys, 2 girls
PRET'ES'T: 1 toy, 0 girls

(4) 2 students guessed the response of 50. ()me girl thought it

had something to do with 1/2 and reached 50. One boy

saw it as an addition problem and added 20 + 30.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, I girl

(5) Miscellaneous errors: unique solutions.

INTERVIEW: I boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 4 girls

(6) Some students had no idea and did not try to solve it.

Corresponding response on pretest was to leave item blank.

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 5 girls

(7) One student had no time to attempt solution.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

5. PROBLEM: You've been asked to set the table for your family for

a week. There are six members of your family, and you
have 16 meals together each week. At every meal, you

give each family member a knife, a fork, and a spoon.

How many utensils do you set in place during the week?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) 16 x 3 = 48 followed by 48 x 6_= 288. First found I utensils

used by one person for the week and then multipled by 6 because

there are 6 members in the family. Students using this strategy

could not say what the result of the first operation meant.

One student (fosy multiplied 16 x 6; labeled 96 spoons, 96 forks

and 96 knives.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, -3 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(2) As above but with reversed order of operations: (16 x 6); (96 x 3)

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
A

PRETEST: 2 boys, 3 girls

(3) The second strategy-begins with 3 x 6 = 18 (1 utensils used

at any meal). _All students using this strategy specified

this was I used at one meal. Then 18 x 16 = 288 for 16 meals.

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 6 boys, 4 girls'

2,1a
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(4) There were 4 partial solutions in the interview.

a. 3 x 6 = 18 (# utensils needed in 1 meal).

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 0 girls

PRETEST: 0 boy, 1 girl

b. 6 x 16 = 96 (# meals all members attended)

One girl added step of 16 x 3, but did not know the
relationship betwecia the two answers; one boy divided

.96 by 3.
INTERVIEW : 1 boy, 2 girls

PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

c. 16 x 3 = 48 (t utensils for 1 person all week)

INTERVIEW: 5 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 4 boys, 6 girls

(5) Many students had interference from outside information. They

attempted to use the number 7 (for seven days in a week) in

their solutions. Most of the solutions were unique combinations
of 3,7,6,16 or any 2 or 3 of these numbers.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 8 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, 1 girl

(6) One student divided 16 by 3, then added that to 6, answer was

11 1/3.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls

PRETEST: 0 students

(7) Addition: One added (6 + 16) x 3 = 66 'becauSe it's an

addition problem'. The other
Another took (3 x 6) + 16. He recognized 18 utensils per

meal and 16 meals. Therefore, he added. A third took

3 x 6 = 18 (the # utensils for one night). He then found

3 x 16_= # of utensils used in one week._ Add these two products.

Two other students added 16 + 3 or 10 + 20

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(8) Final error was to omit spoon (set 2 thingS only, k and f)

and to multiply 2 x 16 for the t utensilt.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PROMS : 0 students

(9) Miscellaneous errors: solutions are unique.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(11) Several students could not solve the problem or left it

blank on pretest.
0 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 4 boys, 7 girls
DV OP
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(12) 'No students ran out of time and did not attempt the item.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

6. PROBLEM: When it left the station, a bus was carrying 40 passengers.
It made five stopt. At the first two stops, no one got off the bus,
but 5 and 7 passengers got on. Eight passengers got off the bus at
each of the last three stops, and no one.got on. How many people
were on the bus after the fifth stop?

CORRECT SPRATS; IBS;

General comments: The number of steps did not appear to trouble the

students at all. The easy operations (addition and subtraction) were
quickly identified and almost all students said specifically that
getting on meant add and getting off meant subtract. Most of the
students leven the incorrect ones) felt very confident about the item,

and they found it relatively easy.

(1) Most students first added 5,4- 7 = 12. Second step: 40 + 12 = 52.

Third step: 3 x 8 =_24. Fburth step: 52 - 24 = 28.

INTERVEDR: 8 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 9 boys, 5 girls

(2) Some students bypassed the first step (mental arithmetic)

and began by adding 12 and 40. The remaining steps
are the same as above.
INTERVIEW:_ 2 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, 6 girls

(3) Some students subtracted 8 three times rather than using

multiplication (3 x 8 = 24) and subtracting the product.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

INCORRECT STRATEGIES:\

(1) The predominant error, was subtraction of 8 rather than 24.

The remaining steps were correctly executed.
INTERVIEW: 5 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 5 boys, 7 girli

(2) Some students did theLfirst step as mental arithmetic.
They then subtracted 8 rather than 24 from the total of 52.

INTERVIEW: 1 toy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(3) One student added the arable numbers in the problem

(40, 5, 7) because "they stand out".
INTERVIEW: .0 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 0 students

e
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(4) One approach was to subtract (12 - 8) and add + 40.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(5) One student answered 44 with no work.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(6) Miscellaneous errors. Each response was a unique solution.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys,_4 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(7) Three students used addition only (answer = 52).

Another added 52 + 8 .
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(8) MiScellaneous errors in subtraction. Each tclution is unique;

Formulation of problem is incorrect in both cases.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PROTEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

(9) Four students did not have enough time to attempt the item.

INTERVIEW: 4 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

7. PROBLEM: Mary has 15 hair ribbons. She gives 1/5 of them to Alice.

How many ribbons does Mary have left?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) The most popular correct strategy transformed the problem into

whole number arithmetic (3 x 5 = 15). Second step was subtracting

3 from 15 = 12.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 bpys, 2 girls

(2) Same strategy as (1) but using fraction multiplication:

1/5 x 15 = 3 and 15 - 3 = 12.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy; 0 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(3) Mental arithmetic in part or in toto.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, 0 girls

INCORRECT ARITHMETIC BUT CORRECT LOGIC:

(1) Several students had correct logic but responded with 10

rather than 12. The strategies used paralleled those described

above. Error: 1/5 of 15 = S.

INTERVIEW: 4 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 4 boys, 2 girls
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(2) A second way of reaching 10 was through drawing but using

erroneous arithmetic ("there are 3 5's in 15", so 1/5 is 5")

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

INCORREC'T STRAUS IES

(1) 1 (interview) responded "its a times problem". He then multiplied

15 x 1/5. Another interview_ , was thnilar. Four pretests also have

this form. One pretest had 1/5 divided by 15 = 3. Sign confusion?

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST: 1 boys, 6 girls

(2) 3 stu&ntt responded (pretest) wi 5 of 15 = 3" with no

multiplication sign.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 0 girls

(3) Some students had difficulty deciding whether to divide 15

by 1/5 or tcimultiply 15 by 1/5. Several of these switched back

and forth before selecting one operation.
INTERV1DR: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(4) Some studentt bypassed the fraction arithmetic and divided

15 by 5 or 3. A common explanation was "to find how many she

gave -to Alice". A second explanation was "to findllowimury 5"s

in 15".
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Several students were unable to solve the item. Corresponding

pretests were blank.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 4 boys, 10 girls

(8) Strategy of subtracting 1/5-from 15. Includes arithmetic error

in subtraction. All students in this category treated 1/5 as
the number to be subtracted (not perceiving it represents a

proportion of the total).
INTERVIEW: 7 boys, 9 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(7) Subtraction strategy: recognition that 1/5 represents some
other quantity but unable to doccmputations.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(8) Miscellaneous errors: each response is unique.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl
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PROBLEM: A parking area can accommodate 24 buses. If 5 cars can

be parked in the space used by 3 buses, how many cars can be

parked in the parking area?

CORRECT STRAMIES:

(1) The main feature of this item is that very few students know

why they performed any of the operations. There is a single correct

strategy used by most students: 24 / 3; 8 x 5 = 40.

INTERVIEW: 11 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 8 boys, 5 girls

(2) Multiplication rather than division: 3 x 8 = 24; 8 x 5 = 40

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(3) Answer = 40; no work shown.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 1 bay, 0 girls

Students' Explanations of Correct Solutions:
(1) Only 1 student couldexpaain precisely that one divides

24 by 3 to find out howmany parking spaces are available

for 3 buses. (girl)

(2) Three other students were close: one said "brow many buses...",

a second said "howmany buses can fit", and the third

said "how many 3 ..." (all boys)

(3) Two responded in terms of cars: "5 cars can fit in 3 spaces"

and "want # of cars that can fit in bus space" (both boys)

(4) One apparently saw the problem as a multiplication problem

that required an initial step of division because "you can't

just say 24 x 5" (girl)

(5) One had no idea why he divided (boy)

(4) One alternate strategy was used. This student multiplied

24 x 5 = 120 and then specified division by 3.

INTERVIEW: I boy, 0 girls

PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Another strategy was 3/5 = 6/10 = 9/15 .24/40
INTERVIEW: 0. students

PRETEST: '0 boys, 1 girl

INCORRECT STRNTE31ES:.
There was an obvious attempt in the interviews to classify this

problem by operation. We gotno keyword responses -- no child

Said that any word prompted the choice of operation.

(1) addition: four students attempted to add in'the interview.

/Addition was never used in the pretest).

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 4 girls
PRETEST: 0 students



(2) division: several students divided in the interview. Most

specified that this problem would be solved by division,

and they formulated the problem as 24/3 = 8. One stuaent

divided 24 by 5.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 4 girls

PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(3) multiplication: two girls in the interview attempted
to multiply 5 x 3 = 15. Neither knew why. One then
divided 15 into 24 for the final answer. One boy
classified the problem as multiplication and
multiplied 24 x 2 = 48 (2 comes from 5 - 3) .
Multiplication was the most frequent error on the pretest.
Five students reachod answers of 120 (24 x 5 or 5 x 3 x 8).

One multiplied 24 x 5 -x 3, one multiplied 24-x 10, one

multiplied 24 x 3 = 72 and then divided 72 by 5.
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 6 girls
PRETEST: 8 boyS,*9 girls

(4) subtraction: 24 = 3 = 21.

INTERVIair: 2 boys, 0 girlt
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(5) Miscellaneous errors--no work given in explanation.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1,girl

(6) Attempted to draw slots and mark out every third but erred.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(7) Two students in the interview had no idea how to solve:

Similar pretest response was to leave blank.

INIERVIEW: 2 boys, ()girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 5 girls

(8) SCE* students did not have enough time in the interview

to attempt the item.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

9. PROBLEM: Pam counted 7 heads and 24 legs on her pet hampters

and parakeets. How many of Pam's pets are parakeets

and low many are hampsters?

10-

This item doeS not lenh itself
that other items do. However,
in the ways children attempted

'p

to strategies in the same way
there are some obvious similaritieS
the item.
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CORRECT STRATEG LES:

(1) Same students answering correctly first began with the

largett number of hampsters possible (divide 4 into 24.= 6).

Since needed 1 more head for some parakeets) they then

"dropped down one" hampster, that is considered 5 hampsters.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, I girl

PRETEST: 0 boys, I girl

(2) Several students started by reasoning that 4 and 3 are a

likely combination of 7. Most then_tried 4 hampsters and

3Iparakeets. Making adjustments, they reached correct answers.

INTERVIEW: 4 boys, I girl

PRETEST: 0 students

(3) Correct solution by drawing.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(4) Correct response; no work given.

INTERVIEW: .0 students

PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(5) Analytic' appnoach: 5 x 4= 20; 2_x 2 ex4;fiotal = 24;

therefore 5 hampsiers and 2 parakeets.

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, I girl.

INCORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Several students were close in their calculations and were

concentrating on the content of the problem -- trying bo

adjust heads and Ieqs in order to come up with the required

combination. These students had the right idea but got

confused.
INTERVIEW: 2 toys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 toks, I girl

(2) Cne approach was to assign ueqal numbers of legs to parakeets

and hamosters. This manifested itself in the division of 24 by 2.

Numters of each pet were not given.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 3 girls

PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

(3) Most interview incorrect students attempted division.

MoStLpopular attempt was division of 24 by 7.

%INTERVIEW: ,2 boys, 3 girl:
PRETEST: 3 boys, 3 girls

(4) A second division was dividing 24 by 4 and then dividing the

resulting 6 by 2 for a response of 3.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, I girls
PRETEST: 0 students
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(5) 'Partial solution: response of either 5 bampsters CT 2 parakeets

but_not both.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(6) 1 student added 24 + 7.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(7) Some students subtracted 24 - 7 = 17.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: ()boys, 1 girl

(8) One student multiplied'24 x 7 = 168.
Another student calculated 2 x 4 = 8; 4 x 4 = 16; 16 8 =24.

INTERVIM: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls
f03,F39 10

(9) On the pretest, several students made incorrect guesses but gave

no indication of how they achieved their answers.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 3 boys, 4 girls

(10) Many students said they could not solve it and asked to go to

next problem. Corresponding response on pretest was to leave blank.

INTERVIEW: 6 boys, 5 girls
PRETEST: 7 boys, 11 girls

(11) Several students ran out of time on the interview.

INTERV.=X: 3 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(12) 1 student was solving (generally incorrectly) and got

prompt from experimenter that led to correct response.

Her volution is not considered here.

(13) Miscellaneous errors. Each response is unique.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 3 boys, 0 girls

10. PROBLEM: Chris drove from Santa Erarbara to Ojai to Ventura and

returned to Santa Barbara withoutgoing back to Ojai. Altogether

he drove 90 miles. The distance from Santa Barbara to Ventura

is 26 miles, and the distance from Santa Barbara to Ojai is 33

nales. What is the distance between Ojai and Ventura?

CORREMSTEUMEGIES:

(1) There was a preSaminant correct strategy. Students first

added 26 33 = 59. ("because that was two of the three

places'he went"). Then they subtracted 59 from 90.

INTERVIEW : S boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 7 boys, 8 girls
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(2) A second strategy subtracted: 90 - 26 = 64. 64 - 31 = 31.

INTERVIW: 0 students
PRETEST: I boy, 0 girls

(3) TWo studentt had the correct logic but could not carry out the

arithmetic successfully. One put the three numberS down

the three numbers down vertically and indicated

vertically and indicated subtraction but reached an answer of

43. He was very clear in his explanation of the item however.

A second also knew the logical solution but wasn't quite sure

how to, carry out the second step. He said "you would have to

keep adding 1 miles until you reached 90"

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

INCORRECT STRAT1E /ES

(1) addition: this was the most popular response. 26 + 33 = 59

INTERVIEW: 4 boyS, 6 girls
PRErEST: 3 boys, 4 girls

(2) subtraction: 33 = 26 = 7. "Ventura is 26 miles away, and

Ojai is 33 miles away, SO take the distance between. That

means subtract".
WIERVIEW: 8 boyS, 3 girls

PRETEST: 6 boys, 6 girls

(3) Two students responded 7 with no work.

'MUM-BM: 0 students
PRFTEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

(4) addition: 90 + 33 + 26 = 149. Add all the numbers because

"it's an addition problem".
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Other additions: 33 +-26 = 59. 59 + 31 = 90. Answer

is 90. Ok, 26 + 33 = 59; 59 + 26 = 85.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 0 girls

(6) subtraction: 90 = 26 or 90 - 33. Each of these was used

by one student. The student using the former then added

33 to the difference. The difference of the second strategy

was left as the answer.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(7) addition and division: one student first added 33 + 26.

She then divided 59 into 90 because "usually if you have

a lower # and a higher * you divide into it."

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students
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(8) Several students could not solve the problem in the interview.

Pretest response was blank.
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 5 girls

11. PROBLEM: A baby came to a staircase. She climbed up five steps,
climbed down three steps, and then climbed up six steps
and was at the top. How many steps in the staircase?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Predominant strategy: 5 - 3 = 2; 2 + 6 = 8. Almost every
child could describe problem accurately and concretely.
All students were able to tell why they added or subtracted.
INTERVIEW: 18 boys, 18 girls
PRETEST: 10 boys, 11 girls

(2) An alternative strategy was to add 5 + 6 and then subtract 3.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(3) Several students drew their responses and reached the number 8.
INVMWD1: 0 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

INCORRECT STRI:

(1) addition: sum all numbers in the problem. 5 + 3 + 6.

INTERVMS: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: ?txrfs, 6 girls

(2) addition: add only steps going up: 5 + 6 = 11

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, 3 girls

(3) addition: 5 + 3 = 8
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(4) addition: 5 = 2 = 3; 6 + 3 = 9.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRTST: 2 boys, 2 girls

(5) Miscellaneous errors: no evidence of strategy.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(6) Some students did not have time to attempt a solution.

INTERVIEW: 1 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students



12. PROBLEM: When Mike and Sally came home from school, they found a

chocolate cake. Mike ate half of the cake, and Sally ate

a third of the cake that Mike had left. How much of the

whole cake was left after sally ate her piece?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) The students who answered correctly drew their responses. All

firSt divided a circle in half and then divided each half in thirds.

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: I boy, 3 girls

SEM( - CORRECT STRATEGIES

(2) Some students were correct in determining (by drawing) the

fraction portion that both children ate, but they could not say

what pert of the total cake had been eaten. For example,

of the half that is left, Sally ate 1/3 so 2/3 are left.'

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, l girl
PRETEST- 1 boy, 2 girls

(3) One student worked the problem correctly but got confused

about labelling the parts of the cake. She multipled

1 /2_x 1/3 but referred to this amount as that which was left

(rather than the amount eaten by Sally).

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

INCORRECT STRIVIMIES:

(1) Subtraction: many children subtracted because the problem said

'how much is left'. They obtained: 1/2 - 1/3 = 1/6.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 5 girls
PRETEST: 5 boys, 5 girls

(2) Addition and subtraction: many_ students first added the amounts

eaten (1/2 + 1/3 = 5/6) and subtracted 5/6 from 6/6. They also

had final solutions of 1/6.
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 5 girls

PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(3) Addition only. 1/2 + 1/3 = 5/6.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl

PRETEST: 3 boys, 1 girl

(4) Multiplication. 1/2 x 1/3.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl
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(5) Sane students were certain the answer was 1/4 and tried to find

ways to show it. One imagined a square cake with corners, and he

equated corners witiklUarters-vand'taild Sally ate 1/4, Mike ate

1/2, so 1/4 was left. One subtracted 1/3 from 1/2 but was
not satisfied with the result, and still said 1/4.
One student added 1/2 + 1/3 = 3/4 and 1/4 is left. One other also

answered 1/4 - guessing at the size of the piece that must be left.

Several_pretest responses were 1-/4, (no work shown).

INTERVIEW: 3_boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, 2 girls

(6) Some students reached the correct number for their answer but did

so by guessing (according to the students).

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(7) Several students drew responses.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 7 girls
PRETEST: 4 boy6, 2,girls

(8) Miscellaneous errors. Each solution is unique.

INTERVIEW: I boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 boys, 3 girls

(9) Some students were unable to solve the problem.
INIERVIE1A: I boy, 0 girl
PROTESr: 4 boys, 3 girls

(10) Some students did not have time to attempt the item.

INTERVIEW: i boy, 3\ girls

PRETEST: 0 students

13. PROBLEM: A bus has seats for 48 passengers. If one out of every

six seats is empty, how many passengers are on the bus?

ODRRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Most of the students divided 48 by 6 to obtain 8. 'Te second

step was subtraction of 8 from 48 for answer 40.

INTERVIEW: 7 boys, 2 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 4 girls

(2) Second strategy_ is to divide 48 by 6 and obtain 8. Then multiply

8x (6 -1) =40.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(3) PreteSt: some students divided 48 by 6 but did hot Specify

second step. Answer was 40.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls
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(4) One student was correct by suggesting a drawing and the way it

should be interpreted (the work was not done, however).

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl.

PRETEST: 0 students

INCORRECT STRATIMIES.

(1) Most of the incorrect responses were first step only: 48 / 6 = 8.

INTERvion: 7 boys, -8 girls

PRETEST: 14 boyS, 9 girls

(2) Some students transformed the problem into multiplication:

6 x ? = 48.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(3) Subtraction: some students subtracted 6 from 48: 42.

INTEWIEN: 3 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(4) Some students attempted to work with the numbers 5 (from 6 - 1)

and 48. One multiplied and one divided.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(5) TWo students gave responses on °retest with no work.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy," 1 girl

(6) One student was incorrect with drawing.

INTERVIEW: 0 boyS, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(7) One studenttried to divide by 3. because "3 people can sit on 1

bus seat".
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(8) Several students could not solve the problem.

INTEWIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 2 girls

(9) Several studentS did not have time to attempt the item.

INTERVIEW: 1 boys, 5 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 2 girls

14. PROBLEM: There are 10 cookies in haIf a box. How many cookies

are in the box when it is full?

CORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Solution by multiplication. 2 x 10 = 20.

INTERVIEW: 7 boys, 6 girls

PRETEST: 4 boys, 7. girls
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(2) Solution by addition. 10 + 10 = 20.

INTEPVIEW:_ 7 boys, 8 girls
PRETEST: 7 boys, 8 girls

(3) Solution by doubling the t of cookies in half a box.
This does not appear to be quite the same as multiplying
by 2 in the students' descriptions of problem solving.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(4) Solution by drawing. Eight drawings were given in interviews.
One drew a circle and divided it into 2 perts, making 10 small
circles in one of the parts. Then the student drew 10 other
small circles in the other part. A second student drew lines
representing cookies in a baxfirst 10 lines, and then 10
more. A third was more abstract. A box was divided into 2

Rerta, and the words 10 cookies were entered in the lower part.
INIERVIEN: 2 boys, 6 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Two students in the interview began by multiplying 10 x 1/2 = 5
but both realized they were incorrect and changed to multiplication

of 10 x 2. Roth had the ooncept of 'full box of cookies' in mind
and realized the answer '5' was unreasonable.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(6) Pretest only: many students responded with the number 20 and

showed no work.
INTMV-MR: 0 students
PRETEST: 12 boys, 7 girls

(7) Some students ran out of time before attempting this pnoblem.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

INCORRECT STRATE3IES:

(1) Only one student did not answer the item correctly. He
multiplied 10 x 5 = 50 on the pretest. This was questioned

during the strategy session and he realized his error and

solved the problem correctly at that time.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

15. MOHLER: You have been cllosenmanagerof your school band;

There are eight mergers -of the band, and_ they_ will have
11 practice sessions_this_year. If you have to put away

an hmstrumenti a music fader, and a music stand for eadh
band member after every practice, how many objects will

you put away this year?



CoRRocr STRATEGIES:

Correct strategies differed by the order of multiplication.

(1) 8 x 3 = 24 (it objects to be put away each session); 24 x 11 = 264.

This is the most logical arrangement of the numbers because the

firtt result is understandable.

INTERVIEW: 9 boys, 10 girls
PRETEST: 1 boys, 2 girl

(2) 8 x 11 = 88 (1 of persons practicing all year); 88 x 3 = 264

This corresponds to direct translation of the item according

to appearance of the_numbert.
INTERVIEW 4 boys, 3 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, 1 girl

(3) 11 x 3 = 33 objects to be put away for 1 person for all sessions)

33 x 8 = 264.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 0 girls

INCORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Most incorrect responses are the result of multiplying only

two of the three numbers.

(a) 11 x 3 = 33 objects to be put away for 1 person for year)

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 2 girls

PRETEST: 4 boys, 3 girls

(b) U x 8 = 88 (Iperson sessions per year)

INIMVIDT: 1 boy, 0 girls

PMTEST: 0 boys, 4 girls

(c) 3 x 8 = 24 (fobjects to he put away after one session)

INTERVIEW 0 boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(2) Multiplication and addition: (8 x 3) + 11 = 35

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

(3) subtraction: 11 - 3_= 8.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(4) Addition: 11 + 11 or 11 + 11 + 11

or 11 +8
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 2 boys, 0 girls

(5) No work shown. Miscellaneous errors.

INTEREVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls
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(6) Miscellaneous errors: no identifiable strategy.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 3 girls

(7) Some students were unable to solve the item. Corresponding
pretest response was blank.
INTERVIEW:_ 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 7 boys, 6 girls

(8) Some students did not have time to attempt solu_ion.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST:, 1 boy, 1 girl

16. PROBLEM: When it arrived at the school, the bookmobile had 85 books. /

Che student_ returned 8 books and checked out II othersi Two
MOte_ttudents brought back 4 books eadhi and another studenit
Checked out 6 books. Tim many books are now in the bookmobile?

CORRECT STRATEGIES :

(1) MOst students sol7ed the item phrase by phrase, emphasizing
that one solved by looking at each return and check out.
INTERVIEN:_ 13 boys, 9 girls
PRETEST:= 5 boys, 7 girls

(2) Alternative strategy: add # books returned. Get separate total
for _# books checked out. Add total returned to original total;
subtract total checked out from result.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 1 -girls
PRETEST: 1 boyi 0 girls

(3) Correct but no work shown;
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boyi 0 girls

INCORRECT STRATEGIES:

(1) Primary error: add74 rather than 8 (from 2 students brought
back 4 books each).
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 4 girls
PtorESW: 7 boys, 4 girls

(2) Cbmaete reversal of addition and subtraction.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, girl
PRETEST: 0 students

(3) Inconsistency: some students began FT adding books returned and

subtracting books checked out, but reversed operations later in

the volutions. (The various answers are diff4rent.)

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 9 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, 2 girls

(4) Used correct strategy #2 but reversed operations.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boyi 0 girls
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(5) Ignore 1 part of problem (some # of books returned or checked out).

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls

PRETEST: 2 boy8, 0 girls

(6) Miscellaneous addition errors: adding all or part of the

numbers in the problem. Each student has unique solution.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 3 boys, 7 girls

(7) Numerical answer reached but no work given.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(8) Some students did not have time to attempt this item.

INTERVIEW: I boy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

17. PROBLEM: Cohn has 12 baseball cards. He gives 1/3 of them to Jim.

Bow many does John have left?

CORRECI'SIRATEG/ES:
tts

(1) The most common interview solution involves finding "1/3 of 12".

For this strategy, the multiplication sign was not usedL as the

student wrote the response. Rather, the studepis wrote 1/3 OF 12.

The second step was 12 - 4 = 8.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 1 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(2) An alternate strategy is to specify the multiplication sign:

1/3 x 12 = 4; 12 - 4 = 8.
INTERVIDA: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(3) Another strategy is the same as the first `excepE that students

divide 12 by_3 to obtain 4.
INTERVIEW: 5 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(4) A third strategy involves recognizing that 4 is 1/3 of 12 and

one seeks 2/3 of 12 which is 2 x 4 = 8.

INTERVIEW:_ 2 boys, 2 girls
PlerEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

(5) On the pretest, three students responded with the correct answer

but showed no work. T additional students were_unclear in their

responseb._ One reached the first step solution, of 114 rather than I4.

The other divided 12 by 1/3 and got 4. Both reached the correct

solution of 8.
INTERVTIEW:_ 0 students
PRETEST: 3 boys, 2 girls



(6) Drawing: several students either drew circle or made marks for

the cards. Their solutions were correct.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

INCORRECT STRATIG IES :

(1) The first strategy is 1/3 x 12 = 4.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, I girl

(2) The second strategy divides 12 by 3 (no fraction computations).

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(3) Many students found. 1/3 of 12 without indicating any operation.

Their responses had the form "12 1/3 = 4". No multiplication

symbol is given. One explicitly said he was not multiplying.

INTERVIEW: I boy, I girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, 3 girls

(4) Sane students reached the response of 4 without knowing haw they

found it. Two boys said "take 1/3 away from 12 and he woad
have 4 left." A similar response appears to be given on a pretest

with the formulation of 12 - 1/3 = 4.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: I boy, 0 girls

15) A common error was to subtract 1/3 from 12. One interview

response was II 2/3, one was 35/3 (both girls), one took

12/1 - 1/3 = 11/2 (also girl). One (girl) answered 11 1/8.
Two other interviews_ said that one is taking something away
"subtract it somehow" but neither knew how to do subtraction.
FOur students on_the_pretest gave-the response of 11 2/3.

One more wrote, 12 = 1/3_= 12 1/3.
INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 7 girls
PRETEST: 3 boys, o girlb

(6) Two students knew that 1/3 represented sane number of cards, but

they did not knOwhOw to find the number. Both thought it would

be subtracted from 12.,
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 studentS

(7) One error was the response of '1/4%
INIESMITMI:_ I boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(8) Drawing : one drew circle and divided into 12ths,
marked out 3 sections and answered 9 (f36). Two drew 4

rows of 3; responded 9.
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl
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(9) Response of 9: 12 = 3 =-9 or no wo k.
----------------
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 3 girls

(10) Several students left the item blank an the pretest.

One student could not solve it in the interview:

'INTERVIEW: 0. boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 3 boys, 3 girls,.

(11) Several students did not have time to attempt the problem.

INTERVIEW: I boy, 3 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

18; PROBLEM: In a grocery display, there are a dozen watermelonS. Each

melon takes up the same amount of space as 8 oranges: If the grocer

decided to replace half the.watermelons with oranges, how many oranges

would he need?

CORRECT STRAMIES:

(1) Most children firSt took half of 12 and then multiplied

6 x 8 = 48. 'Problem representation was very good--have

12 melons and then take half of them away so that's 6.

INTERVIBR: 12 boys4 13 girls
PRETEST: 11 boys, 8 girls

(2) Alternate strategy is to find the number of oranges

that would be used to replace the entire display and

then take haIf the total. 12 x 8 = 96; 96 / 2 = 48.
----------------
INTERVIEW: 2 boyt, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 studentS

(3) One student,elected to draw the display. He drew

12 circles (for melons) then boxed off 6 of them

("that's half")._ He then wrote the number 8 inside

each of the circles in the box. He counted the
number of 8's, and multiplied by the ix:etal. 6 x =

INTERV1EW:_ 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(4) One student added 6 eight times (finding 1/2 of 12 first).

INTERVIEW: 1 boYt 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(5) Some students were correct on pretest but gave no work.

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 4 boys, 1 girl

(6) One student misunderstood the problem as having

8 oranges and -8 melons. He took half the melons (4)

times the number of oranges (8) for a total of 32.

The strategy is correct.
IN I: 1 boy, 0 girla

PRerESP: 0 students
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INCO'RRECPSFRATEGIES:

CO Predominant pretest error: 12 x 8 = 96. Ignore part

of text specifying "one half".
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, 7 girls

(2) Errors with "one half": take 1/2 of 12 and 1/2 of 8 and
multiply the resulting 4 x 6. Second approach is 1/2 of 12 = 6.

ItsTrERVIEW:'' 0 students

PRETEST: 1 boy, 2 girls

(3) Errors relating 1/2 to both or and melons: since
taking one half of 12 Which is 6 and students usually

a .

gloecifY"this), also take 1/2 of the oranges. 1/2 of 8 = 4.
Therefore, answer is 8 - 4 = 4.
INTERVIEW: I boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 3 boys, 3 girls

(4) Division: several students attempted to divide either 12 by

Alm 12 by 8. none could specify why.
INTERVIEW: boy, 1 girl
PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(5) Multiplication: 8 x 8. No reason specified.
INTERVIEW: '0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: _0 students

(6) Some students did not know how to solve the problem
INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl
PRETEST: 0 boys, 2 girls

(7) Several students had no time to solve the problem.
.INTERUMR: 1 boys, 6 girls
PRETEST: '0 students

19: PROBLEM: A group of bicycle riders took a three day trip. On the

fir§t day, they traveled 14 miles further than they had

-originally planned. On the second day, they went 8 miles
Iess thi,theyhadrlanned, and on the third day, they
traveled le:idles:11°re than they had planned. If the bike
riders actually traveled a total of 180 miles in 3 days,

how mm1,1'11103 had they originally-planned to bike?

CORRECT STRATSGIES:

(1) Cne strategy equires finding how many miles more than planned

the group tra eled and subtracting that amount from 180.

14 - 8 = 6; 6!..-T- 16 =_22; 180 - 22 =158
INTERVIEW: e boys, 4 girls
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girls



(2) One strategy first adds the amounts representing FURTHER:

14 +.16 = 30; then the amount traveled less than planned

is subtracted: 30 - 8 = 22; finally, 180 - 22 = 158.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 2 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(3) The amounts for each day can be Subtracted from the total

one at a time: 180 - 14 = 166; 166 + 8 = 174; 174 - 16 = 158.

INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 0 students

(4) First the_daily average can_be found_(180/3 = 60). Then

the difference, per day is 60 = 14 = 46; 60 + 8 = 68; 60 - 16 = 44;

46 + 68 + 44 = 158.
=WE ER: 0 students
Pkwit:Si: 1 boy, 0 girls

INCORRECT STRATBSIES:

Two students used the same Strategy described in come= (4) but

reversed the operations: 60 + 14, 60 - 8; 60'+ 16.

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 0 girls
PRETEST: 0 students

(2) Two students used the same strategy described in eceREcr (1) but

reversed the operations: 180 + (14 -'8 + 16) = 202.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 0 boy,'1 girl

(3) addition: add the smaller numbers in the problem:

14 + 8 + 16 = 38. Now subtract from 180.

INTERVIEW: 0 boys, I girl

PRETEST: 1 boy, 0 girls

(4) addition: add the smaller numbers in the problem.,

14 + 8 + 16 = 38.
MRTERV1EW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 4 girls

(5) first step correct: 14 = 8 + 16

INTERVIEW: 2 boys, 1 girl

PRETEST: 0 boys, 3 girls

(6) First step correct; multiplied 22 x 3 or added 22 three times.

INTEWEER: 0 students
yEETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(7) Find daily average if go 180 miles: 180 /3 = 60.

Ignore all the other information in theproblem.

Imo: 2 boy, 1 girls '

PRETEST: 6 boys, 5 girls



(8)

(9)

Addition: add all numbers in the problem. 180 + 14 + 8 +16.

elected to multiply

INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 0 boys, 1 girl

Subtraction: 14 - 8 = 6; one student then
6 x 16 and one added 6 to 180. A third subtracted 14 = 8 = 6;

16 = 6 = 10; 180 - 10 = 170.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 2 boys, 1 girl

(10) Addition: 16 +.14 = 30; 180 - 30 = 150. Ignore amount

traveled less than planned.
INTERVIEW: 0 students
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(11) Miscellaneous errors or guesses with no work.

INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 0 girls
PRETEST: 1 boy, 1 girl

(12) Several students could not solve the problem.
INTERVIEW: 3 boys, 11 girls
PRETEST: 6 boys, 5 girls

(13) Same students did not have time to attempt the problem.
INTERVIEW: 1 boy, 4 girls
PRETEST: 0 students
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!Sex Differences in Children's Mathematics Achievement:
Solving Computations and Story Problemsl-

Several recent studies compare males' and femaleS'
mathematics achievement (Benbow & Stanley, 1982, 1980;
Swafford, 1980; Fennema & Sherman, 1978, '1977; Hilton __&
Berglund, 1974; Backman, 1972; Oleander & thmer, 1971).
Results of these studies are not consistently in favor of
one sex or the other. These mixed results suggest that we
may be focusing on an inappropriate unit of measure. Some
progress can be made in; understanding this situation by
comparing performance on well-defined types of items and
determining where, if anywhere, the sexes differ.

Two item types that appear especially important in

both elementary and secondary school are computations and,
Story problems (Armstrong, Note 1; Corbitt, 1981).

Computations are usually presented in equation form with
the operation to be performed indicated by the appropriate
arithmetic symbol. For story problems, the operationt are
not explicitly stated, and the student must determine
which operation to perform as well as which pieces of
information in the problem to use.

This paper addresses the issue of sex differences in

responses of sixth-grade students to computations and
story problems. For comparison, arithmetic content of
both types of items is restricted to fraction whole
number, and decimal arithmet,ic. There are two major
issues: (1) are there differences in boys' and girls'
success in solving such items and (2) are there additional
factors (e.g., reading 'achieyement or socioeconomic
status) that interact with gender to influence mathematics
performance.

Sixth-grade students' responses are a valuable source
of data. Several external factors previously found to be
related to sex differences in matheMetics can be

controlled or eliminated from consideret,ion. First,
children have had similar instructional experiences. All

students study mathematics in each year of'elementary
school. This fact eliminates one important source of sex

differences in studies of high school students, kor in
these studies sex-related differences favoring boys appear
to be artifacts of differential course-taking by boys and
girls in high school (Fennema & Sherman, 1977). Second,

children of this age have not yet reached puberty.
Arguments of differences due_to hormonal variation are not

applicable (Petersen, 1979). Finally, perception' of
mathematics as a masculine domain is arguably weaker at

the sixth grade than in high school (Fox, Tobin, & Brody,
1979). Girls are as likely as boys to rate mathematics as
a favorite subject in sixth grade (California Assessment
Program, 1980).
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Patterns of Responses

The method of study employed here is detailed

examination of student responses to standardized test

items. Attention is given to a student's pattern of

response to these items rather than to the number of

correct responses. The objective is to define all

possible patterns of response, to classify all boys and

girls according to these patterns, and to compare the

resulting distributions.

Assume two groups of individuals respond to a two-

item test. Possible scores are 0, 1, and 2 (indicating

number of correct responses). Scores of 0 and 2 are

unambiguous; either both items were missed or both were

solved correctly. A score. of 1 cannot be as easily

interpreted. One item was answered correctly, but it is

impossible to determine which one. It is possible that

individuals from one group obtain a score of 1 by missing

the first item and that individuals from the second group

obtain a score of 1 by erring on the other item. In such

a situation, group differences would not be apparent from

observation only of total correct responses. It is

necessary to preserve and analyze item-by-item data.

Rather than= using scores of _0, 1, and 2, one can

categorize the responses as ordered pairs of DO, 01, 10,

and 11, where a indicates an incorrect response and 1 is

correct. The first element of the pair denotes response

to the first item, and the second element denotes response

to the second item. The pair 00 reflects errors on both

items and 11 indicates both correct. The pair 01 is

distinguithed from 10; for the former an error occurred on

the firtt item, and, for the latter the error occurred on

the second item. Each individual responding rt0 the two

items can be classified in one and only one of the four

categories of responses.

Under such a classificatio:1, one can still examine

total test performance. The ordered pairs can easily be

extended to n-tuples of O's and_ l's, according to the

number of test items to be studied. These n-tuples will

be called response patterns.

Since one objective of the present study is to

compare performance on computations and story problems, it

is natural to construct the above classification so that

there is one n-tuple or pattern for computaHons and a

second n-tuple or pattern for story problems. Each

k individual will have one and only one response pattern

for each item type. Each individual also will be

classified according to gender. The result is a set of

cross-classified categorical data over three factors:
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response patterns_for computations, response patterns for

story problems, and sex.

If sex differences exist in the responses, they will

be evident in the unequal proportions of boys and girls
responding with any particular pattern. These differencet
can be evaluated statistically.

.

Other Factors Influencang Mathematics Performance

Reading. It has been suggested that a strong
relationship exists between reading ability and successful
solving of story problems. Aiken (1971) and Muscio (1982)
report correlations between math and reading tests ranging
from .549 to .816. The implication in these studies is

that successful problem solvers are probably good readers
and that poor readers are probably poor problem solvers.

Studies of sex differences on reading tests reveal

that girls generally score higher than boys (Maccoby &
Jacklin, 1974; Backman, 1972; Aiken, 1971; Muscio, 1962).

One is tempted to conclude that girls should be superior
to boys in solving story problems as well, under the

assumption that successful solutions depend upon
successful reading of the problems.

Several questions of interest can be addressed by

looking at reading achievement and performance on

mathematics items. One can ask whether the probability of

success in solving story problems or computations varies

with reading score. One expects the probabilities for

both sexes to rise with reading score. It has not been
known whether these probabilities rise at Similar rates

for boys and girls. The present study indicates that they

do not

Other Stunt Characteristics. Analyses of other

student characteristict may contribute to our

understanding of sex differences in mathematics

achievement. Three additional variables are examined:
socioeconomic status, primary language spoken at home; and
chronological age.

Previous studies have demonstrated sizable test score

differences among various socioeconomic classes (e.g.,

California Assessment Program, 1980). If there are

differences in the achievement of girls and boys on
computations and story problems, it is feasible to ask

whet/ r the is an interaction between SES and sex in

arithmetic performance and whether there are identifiable

groups of children of either sex who are more likely to

solve problems successfully.
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A second variable of interest is the primary language
of the student. Classification by language provides an
opportunity of examining results from three different

cultural groups: Spanish, English, and Oriental.

Finally, one can question whether boyt and girls of

the same age art performing equally. Identified sex
differences may be the result of comparing children of

differing maturity.

To investigate the issues-raised here, _analyses are

carried out on a large set of data. The first analysis
determines whether there are differences in boys' and

girl' responses to the two item typeS. The second

anal_sia probes the relationship of additional student

characteriStics with mathematics performance to determine
whether any subgroup of students more likely to success or

fail can be identified.

Methods

Subjects

Tett data from all sixth grade children in California
enrolled in public schools in 1979 were analyzed. A total

of 286,767 Students responded to the Survey of Basic
Skills, Grade 6, in May 1979: 144,462 boys and 142,305

girls.

Instrument

The Survey of Basic Skills, Grade 6, is a

standardized test developed by the CaliforniaAssessment
Program to estimate the average achievement ef children at

school, school district, and state levelt. The test was

constructed on a matrix sampling basis. Under this

sampling procedure, each child answers only a small sample

of all test items. There are 16 forms of the Survey, each

containing unique sets of items. Each test form has 30

items: 10 problems of mathematics, 8 items each of

reading and written expression, and 4 items_ of spelling.

A child answers only a single form of the test. Thus,

each child responds only to 10 of the 160 mathematics
items.

The tests were administered in random order so that

no classroom was tested with a single set of items.
Approximately 18,000 (9,000 boys and 9,000 girls) answered

each test form.

Of the 160 mathematics questions, 41 are problems of

computation with whole numbers, fractions; or decimalsi

and 27 are story problems Of the same arithmetic areas;
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Either 4 or 6 of the 10 items on each test form are
problems from these three arithmetic areas. (The

remaining items are problems of geometry, measurement,
number concepts, and probability. They are neither
computations nor story problems, and they will not be
discussed here.) discussed here.)

In addition to the children's responses to the 30

items of the pariley, the California Assessment Program
gathers information about each -child's socioeconomic
status, language fluency, primary language, age, and sex.
Estimates of socioeconomic status of students are made by
teachers at the time of testing. Classification is made
on the basis of occupational level of the principal
breadwinner in the student's family. The four possible
categories of classification are professional, semi-
professional, skilled worker, and semi-skilled worker.

Two language classifications are also made by
teachers. First, the teachers indicate whether students
are fluent, limited, or restricted in the use of the
English language. Teachers specify the primary language
(if not English) of each student. For the analyses here,
only students fluent in English were included.

Several language choices were available to the

teachers. Some of these have very few occurrences and are
not used in the analyses. The three groups used in the
comparisons are English, Spanish, and Oriental. Members
of the first group speak English only, of the second speak
Spanish in addition to English, and of the third group
speak Chinese or Japanese in addition to English;

Each student's age at the time of testing was
recorded. The ages for analyses here 4re defined in
three-month increments. The tests were ad/ministered in

the spring; the ages, therefore, are those of children
completing the sixth grade of elementary school.

Results

Log-Linear Analysis

Fifteen of the Sixteen forms of the Survey were
analyzed to determine the underlying model that best fits
the data of computation and story problem responses. One
form contains no E ory problems and was excluded.
Thirteen forms contain four relevant items, and two forms
contain six items each. The responses to each form were
cross-classified according to pattern of response to

computations, pattern of response to story problems, and
sex.
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The data from a randomly selected test form were

compared with the expected frequencies that occur under

all possible hierarchical log-linear models (i.e., all

combinations of main, second, and higher-order effects).-

Main effects are sex, computation response pattern, and

story problem response pattern._ Likelihood ratio XI

values were obtained from the comparisons.'' All but a

single model failed to predict the data; these models were

rejected with p .001. For the remaining model, a X.2 of

9.06 was computed,_with 9 degrees of freedom. The model

that fits contains all main effects and all tWo=factor

interactions. The three factor interaction is not a

significant component of the model.

To test the hypothesis that this general model also

predicts adequately the data from other test forms

containing different sets of items; Idg=linear analyses

were carried out on the_remaining fourteen test forms

For all but a Single test form, the model of main effects

and all two=factor interactions was the only Satisfactory

model. In each cases all other models were rejected with

E. .001. Probability levels for the models of best fit

ranged from .074 to .846, with a mean value of .332.

Given the large number of individuals rtSponding to each

test form (roughly 8,000 of each sex), one can be fairly

confident that the low .X.:" values areJan indication of

good fit and not the result of small sample size.

Inspection of the full table of crott=classified data

shows the direction of the interactions present in the

model of best fit. For all test forms, successful solving

of computations is positively associated with successful

solving of Story problems. Interaction of sex with

patterns of solving computations results because girls are

more succestful than boys; Similarly, interaction of sex

and patternt of solving story problems occurs because boys

are more successful -than girls. Girls and boys differ in

their ability to Solve these two types of items.

These analyses -were replicated on Similar data from

1977-78 and 1976=77. For each set of test_ scores, the

identified model of fit holds for fourteen o the fifteen

test forms.

Additional Factors of Reading, SES, Language 'and Age

To analyze the influence of additional factors on

computation and story problem responses, attention was

restricted to successful solvers of each tyrT of item.

Successful computation solving is defined by all

computationt correct. Similarly, successful story problem

solving is defined by all story problems correct. For

consistency, only those test forms having two items each
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of computation and story problem were considered. Eight
forms meet this requirement, yielding 32 items.

Reading. Table 2 gives the percentages of boys and
girls scoring zero to eight on the eight-item reading test
of the Survey. Boys are more likely than girls to score
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Girls are more likely than boys to
score 6, 7, and 8. Mean scores are similar: 5.23 and
5.38 for boys and girls, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the probabilities of answering
correctly both computations and/or both story problems at
every obtainable reading score. Data for boys_ and girls
is plotted separately. The upper two lines of the figure
represent success on computations. Success on story
problems is given by the lower two lines. Without
exception, sixth-grade children at every reading score are
more successful in solving computations than in solving
story problems.

Excluding scores of 0 and 1, boys consistently have
higher probabilities of success on story problems than do
girls, and girls consistently have higher probabilities of
success on computations than do boys. These differences
are not large, but they are evident at every reading
score.

The question of interest is whether the discrepancy
between probability of computation success and probability
of story problem success remains constant or varies at
each reading score. Discrepancy is computed by
subtracting the probability of success on story problems
from the probability of success on computations. A
related question is whether there is more variation in

this discrepancy for one sex than the other. This 'issue
translates to a simple question of regression: Do the
slopes of the lines of best fit predicting discrepancy
from reading score for boys and for girls differ. Figure
2 gives the regression lines and also the discrepancies
for both sexes. The discrepancies range from .092 to .160
for boys and from .068 to .233 for girls. The slopes of
the two lines differ significantly, t (14) = 3.67, 2
.01,, For both sexes; the discrepancy between computation
ability and story problem ability grows larger as reading
score increases. However, the discrepancy for girls
increases at a significantly greater rate than that for

boys.

Socioeconomic Status. Table 3a provides percentages
of boyS and girls classified by teachers in each of the
four SES groups. Similar numbers of boys and girls are in
each category.
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As in the previous analysis with reading achievement,

success on. computations is again defined by correct

responses on both computations. Success on story problems

is similarly defined. Figure 3 illustrates probabilities

of girls' and boys' success on the two types of items for

each SES category.

As expected, socioeconomic level is a major factor in

successful problem solving' and the average probabilities

for all children ascend as SES classification increases.

It is clear from thiS figure that no single SES group of

either boys or girls has a particular advantage or

disadvantage. A comparison of the discrepancies in

probability of success at computation and probability of

success at story problems indicates that the slopes of

regression lines for discrepancies of boys and girlS are

almost identical. Neither slope differs significantly

from zero.

Again, the discrepancy for girls is higher than that

for boys. The discrepancy values are approximately .14

for boys and .19 for_girls. A test of differences yields

-t (3) = 4.193, P ..05.

Primary Language. Table 3b provides percentages of

students claSSified by primary language spoken at home.

Not all studentt responding to the Survey are tabled; only

the three groups described previously are represented.
Figure 4 compares the probabilities of success for

boys and girls on the two types of items. All groups have

higher probability of success on computations than on

story problems. Again,_ the pattern of girls' relative

excellence in computations and boys' relative excellence

in story problems emerges.

The discrepancies between probabilities -of success on

computations and story problems varies widely. For boys,

the size of the mean discrepancy of Spanish and English

students is approximately .135. For Oriental boys, it

jumps to .183. Among the girls, Spanish=-Speaking children

have the lowest value of .177 while the other two groups

are approximately .200.

Age. Table 3c provides the percentages of each 'sex

in eleven age categories. The average age for sixth-grade

boys is 12 years, 2 months (146 months) and that for girls

is 12 years, 1 month (145 months).

Figure 5 illustrates the probabilites of success of

boys andgirls for the eleven age 'categories. The general

trend noted in the three previous analySes is again

evident. However, the computation superiority of girls is

not consistent over every age. For both boys -_and girls,

performance declines with increasing age on all items.'
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There are differences in the discrepancies of boys
and girls. The range of discrepancies for boys is .110 to
.145. The range of values for girls is .109 to .205. As
with reading scores, there is more fluctuation in the
discrepancy values for girls than for boys. The slope of
predicted zdiscrepancy values from age does not differ
significantly from zero for boys. However, the slope of

predicted values for girls is negative (t (9) = -2.327, E
4 .05).

Discussion

There are differences in sixth grade boys' and girls'
responses to computations and story problems. Boys tend
to perform better than girls on story problems and girls
tend to perform better than boys on computations.
Absolute values of the differences are small, but\ the

direction of difference remains constant. Adjustment of
probabilities of success according to various student
characteristicS does not alter the direction of
difference.

Similar differences have been found at the blab
school level (Pennema,_ 1977; Armstrong, Note 1). Two
large asseStments, the National Assessment of Educational
Progress and the California Assessment Program, also note

distinction (Pennema & Carpenter, 1981; California
Assessment Program, '1979). It appears that these
differences do not arise at the high school, level but
ekist much earlier, at least as early as sixth grade.

Log-Linear Analyses

Sex is a significant factor in the statistical model
that describes the students' patterns of responses to all
items. Log-linear analyses of fifteen test forms
indicates that the three factors of sex, response pattern
to computations, anal response pattern to story problems
are necessary components of a model that predicts
performance. Moreover, there is significant interaction
of sex with successful solving of both computationg and
story problems.

A possible criticism of the present study is that the
number of relevant items answered, by any individual child
is small (i.e., four or six items). However, over 285,000
students responded to fifteen unique sets of items,

providing about 18,000 observations for each of 68

distinct items. Even with the limited number of /tent per

n%)
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individual, clear differences in boys' and girls' patterns

of responses were found. Expanding the number of items

answered by each individual would no doubt yield

additional detail about these patterns.

Additional Factors

The comparisons of boys' and girls' probabilties of

correct responses conditional upon reading achievement,.

SES, primary language, and age are remarkably consistent.

For any level of each of these classifications, girls

generally have higher probabilities than boys of answering

both computations correctly and boys generally have higher

probabilities than girls of answering the story problems

correctly.

Reading: The readin4 results are particularly

surprising. On the CAP Survey, girls have higher measured

reading achievement than boys. High achieving girls in

reading are nonetheless relatiyely weaker in solving story

problemS than other girls or than boys. This is evident

in the increasing size of the difference between

probability correct for computations and probability

correct for story problems-the discrepancy values. TheSe

discrepancies are highest for girls with superior reading

achievement. As reading score increases, the discrepancy
valzies increase as well.

One interprets these results cautiously, of course,

because the measure of reading achievement is an eight-

item test. The items were_developed in accordance with the

.::urriculum of the California public school systems and

thus are expected to have content validity. On each of the

fifteen forms of the Survey there are eight items, for a

total of 120 items evaluating reading'achievement. Since

tne same results emerge on each of the fifteen test formsr

we may have some confidence that the trend does indeed

exist. ,

It is more difficult to explain why it occurs. The

present study cannot provide a definitive explanation, but

it does suggest some ideas. Successful soivng of

computations implies successful use of arithmetic laws and

rules for combining numberS. It also implies fairly

automatic use of these rules. Girls appear to have

mastered the rules to a higher degree than boys have and

thus are more rewarded for rule-governed behavior.

Attempts to solve_simple word problems analogously by a

set of rules are occasionally fruitful, but as problem

complexity increases, the rule-governed approach become8

less unsuccessful. (Support for this argument can be

found in Marshall, Note 2.)
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If boys are less rule-governed (end more inaccurate)
than girls on computations, they may be less rule-governed
and more flexible in approaching_ story problems, and they
may consequently be more successful in solving the latter.
Further study is necessary to determine whether this is

the case.
Language, SES, and Age. Two of the factors that

might, affect the observed sex differences in performance
are socioeconomic status and primary language. Certain
groups of boys or girls may have particular advantages or
disadvantages. The present results suggest this is not
the case with SES or language. -_While there are large
differences between the levels of SES and language, there
are no similarly large differences between the sexes at
any level of these variables. Thus, these factors do not
appear to explain sex differences in mathematics
performance.

The age results are somewhat misleading. According
to the age requirements in California public schools, the
average sixth grade child should be between, 138 and 150
months_ at the time the Survey is administered.5 Thus, the
individuals in the first two categories of Table 3c and
Figure 5 have either skipped a grade or have had other
extenuating circumstances. Similarly, the individuals in

the laSt five categories are not In the expected age
range. One suspects that the majority of these children
have repeated one or more grades. The abrupt drop in all
lines of Figure 5 at the category of 150-152 months may
indicate the presence of a second and different population
of students, those who have not progressed at the normal
rate through elementary school. Since data on grade
repetition was not gathered at the time of testing, one
can only speculate about this distinction.

If the first two and last five categories are omitted
from Figure 5, the remaining categories represent the .

probabilities for the expected average ages of sixth grade
students. All four graphs in this range are relative
flat, suggesting that age is not a contributing factor to
sex differences in mathematics performance for individuals
progressing normally through elementary school.

The analyses presented here may help interpret
results of studies in which total test scores of boys are
compared with those of girls. Such studies have mixed
results. Boys excel in some cases (Benbow & Stanley,
1982; Hilton & Berglund, 1974), girls excel in others
(Olander & Ehmer, 1971; Wozencraftr 1963) , and some
comparisons reveal no differences (Swaffordi 1980; Fennema
& Sherman, 1977). Comparisons of total teat scores
implicitly or explicitly assume that boys and girls have
the same type of ability but in differing quantities. It
is clear from the present results that ability type plays
an important role in the success of a 'Student on a
particular test. If the test contains more computations
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than story problems, girls would be expected to surpass

boys. If the opposite weighting of items occurs, boys

should excel.
Support forthe theory of differential ability over

item type can .be found in studies that_ have_ tests of

different skills. Fennema and Sherman (1978, Table 1)

report that sixth grade girls consistently score higher

than boys on teats of computations and that boys are

superior on tasks of problem-solving. Although the

differences are not statistically significant, the trend

is evident in each group of students tested. The Second

National Assestment of Educational Progress and.

California Assessment Program report similar findings

(without statistical analysis).
The present analyses support the theory of

differential abilities over two specific item types. It

may well be the case that differences exist_ in other item

types at well. Spatial ability is a much==studied area,

for example, and boys appear to do better than girls on

many (but not all) types of spatial items -(see Maccoby &
Jacklin (19741 in general and Vandenberg & Kuse, 1979, or

Petersen, 1979, in particular). Additional studies are

necessary to identify and evaluate other item types and

sex-differences that may exist for them.

FootnoteS

1. This research_was supported by the National Institute

Of Education under Grant No. NIE=G8()-0095. The findings

and conclusions presented here_dci_hOt necessarily reflect.

the views of the National Institute of Education;

2. The author wishes to thank Tej N. Pandey of the Cali-
fornia ASsessment Program for his assistance in conducting

this study.

3. The reader is referred to standard texts such as

Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland (1975) or Haberman (1978)

for detailS of log-linear analysis.

4. As BiShop, Fienberg, and Holland (1975) point out, the

likelihood ratio statistic is minimized by maximum likeli-
hood estimates and can be partitioned conditionally and

structurally*(pp. 125-127).

5. Given the few degrees of freedom, the reader may wish

to view this result cautiously.

6. To enter kindegarten, a child must have reached his/her

fifth birthday by December 1.
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Table I

Sample Items*

ComputatIons Story Problems

whole Numbers- When it-left the station a bus was
+ 578 carrying 40 passengers. At the

first stop, 3 passengers got off
and 7 passengers got on How many
passengers were then riding in the buql

Fractions: 1/2 - 1/6 = Mr. Witt worked 6 3/4 hours on Saturday
building the table and finished it in
2 1/2 hours one evening. How many hours
did it take to build the table?

Decimalt .5 x .5 = Tom earned $4.20 in 2 days. The second
day he earned $2.15. How much did he
earn the firsk day?

'The items arc. reprinted here by permission of the California
Assessment Program.

Table 2

Distribution of Boys and Girls According co Reading Score

Percent of Each Sex:
Reading Score Boys Girls

0 1.25 1.05
1 3.71 3.07
2 7.08 5.99
3 9.9.1 9.46
4 12.52 12.10
5 15.18 14.88
6 17.40 18.13
7 18.74 19.58
e 14.22 15.75

Total 100.00 100.00

a Based upon a total of 71,202 boys.
b Based upon a total of 70,262 girls.
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Table 3

Distribution of Boys and Girls According to
Student Characteristics

A. Distribution by Socioeconomic Level

Occupation of Primary
Breadwinner in Family

Unskilled Worker

Percent of Each Sex:

Boys Girls

71-19;41 19.59

Semi-Skilled Worker 41;47 L.13

Semi-Professional 21;37 21.70

Professional 17;75 17.58 :

Total 100;00 100.00

Based upon a total of 56,606 boys and 55,692 girls.

B. Distribution by Primary Language Spoken at Home

Percent of Each Sex:

Primary Language Boys Girls

Oriental
Spanish
English

1.18 1.13
12.84 13.47
85;98 85.40

Total

a Chinese or Japanese only

100.00 100.00

Based upon a total of 61,701 boys and 61,142 girls.

C. Distribution by Age:

Age in Months
Percent of Each Sex:

Boys Girls

Under_135 2;96 2.43

135=137 1;63 2.40

138=140 14;59 18.28

141-143 18;33 20.80

144-146 19;27 21.22

147-149 19:41 20.11

150-152 9:58 6.10

153=155 5;,S7 3.73

156=158 4 :29 2.43

159-161 2:66 1.62

Over 161 1;41 0.88

Total 100:00 100.00

Based upon a total of 72,130 boyllnd 71,185 girls.
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Figure 1

Average probabilities for boys and girls of answering all computations
or all story problems correctly given reading score.
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Figure 2
Average discrepancies for each sex between probability of answering all

computations correctly given reading score and probability of answering

all story problems correctly given reading score. Regression lines

predict discrepancies from reading score for each sex.
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Figure 3
Average probabilities for boys and girls of answering all computations
or all story problems correctly given socioeconomic level.
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Figure 4
Average probabilities for boys and girls of answering all computations

or all story problem; correctly given primary language.
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Sex Differences in Mathematics Errors:
An Analysis of Distractor Choices

Studies of sex differences in mathematics performance

typically focus on _differences in total test scores or on
differential rates of success on particular types of items.

Studies of 'Dotal test_ scores have mixed results. Some suggest

that differences do exist (Fennema & Carpenter, 1981; Benbow_ &

Stanley, 1980; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Hilton & Berglund, 1974;

Backman, 1972). Others reveal little or no variation between

boys' and girls' performance (Swafford, 1980; Fennema & Sherman,

1978; Fennema & Sherman, 1977). The second approach, studying the

interaction of item type and sex, has yielded more consistent

findings. It has produced evidence that girls are more successful

than boys in solving computation items and that boys are more

successful than girls in_solving story problems (Marshall, 1981;

California Atsessment Program, 1979; Fennema, 1976; Armstrong,

Note 1; Marthall,_Note 2). Most recently, th,..; National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAM found similar results (Fennema &

Carpenter, 1981).

Both approaches have value in determining whether girls and

boys are equally successful in- solving mathematics items, but

neither orovides information about how students attempt to solve

problems or about the errors they commit. There is instructional

merit in knowing whether boys and girls differ in their

perceptions o?.- individual problems and consequently in their

attempts to solve items. TO this end, a new approach-to the study

of sex differences is pursued investigation of the errors

made by each sex on indivl-aual items. Two questions_ are

addressed: (1) Do girls and boys make the same or different
errors in solving mathematics problems? (2) Do they use the same

strategies as they solve problems?

Both questions are investigated by means of analysis of

children's errors on a variety of mathematics items. There are

two parts to the study. The first describes a statistical
analysis of the stability of boys' and girls' errors. Data fran

four groups of sixth grade children are examined to determine

whether there are, characteristic errors made consistently by

either sex. The second part_ of the study is an identification and

claSsificelon of errors made by each sex, Six general categories

of mistakes are identified, and the errors for each sex from a'

sample of eight mathematics items are analyzed according to these

categories.

The items
Basic Skills:
given annually
the California
respond to the
test; roughly

Test Instrument and Data

examined in this paper are taken fran the Survey of

6 -radek4 The Survey is a 30 item achievement test

to all sixth grade children in California through

Assessment Program. Approximately 300,000 students

test, each year. There are sixteen forms of the

9,000 girls ana 9,000 boys respond to each form.
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Each test form contains thirty unique items: eight of reading,

eight of written expresh four of spelling, and ten of

mathematics. The four Y., :tiered separately. Of the 160

mathematic: items on measurement and graphing,

28 items 01 number 28 items on whole number arithmetic,

20 items ci fractonarithmetic, 20 items on decimal arithmetic,

20 -items on gometrY, and 12 items on probability and statistics.

Additional details about the Survey are available elsewhere

(California Assessment Program, 1979).

Table 1 about here

The data presented here were gathered in 1976, 1977, 1978,

and 1979. Table 1 gives details of sample Size. Mean mathematics

scores for boys and girls in 1979 were 5.92 and 5.88,

respectively, and standard deviations were 2.17 and 2.08. Results

from the three previous years were similar. Clearly, there is no

large difference in total _mathematics scores, although a
statistical test is highly significant (Et< .001) because of the

very large sample of 144,462 bovs and 142,305 girds.

Ddstractor Analysis: A Statistical MOdelofTW'sponses

The method of distractor analysis developed here involves

three- factors: sex, response, and year. Only incorrect answers

are evaluated. The concern is with the proportion of incorrect

boys and incorrect girls selecting each distractor. The.year of

response is included because it is valuable to know whether
different groups of girls and boys having e;fc-it instruction

make similar errors. In analyzi-g the types c , ors made by

boys and girls, it is valuable to know wheCrie,' the error patterns

for each sex are stable or fluctuate each yeBir.

The 160 mathematics items of the Survitt are analyzed

individually. For each item, there is a three-way contingency

table of sex by distractor by_ year. FOr an item having five

response alternatives (Eour dittractorsplus the correct answer),

the corresponding contingency table would: be 2 x 5 x 4. There are

two values for sex (male and female), five values for distractort

(each of the four incorrect choices plUs the alternative of

leaving the item blank), and four vAtues for year (1976, 1977,

1978, 1979). Each of the 40 _cells of the contingency _tatle

contains frequency counts. For data sod/ as these, loglinear

models are appropriate. Multiway loglinear mcdels are similar to

extensions of the usual 3e tests of association of two factort.12"

LogIinear modelt contain main effects and interaction

effects. The main effects caPture unequal Proportiont of the

variables. For example, a main effect for sex indicates _unequal

numbers of boys And girls responding. The main effect for

distractor indicatet that all alternatives were not equally

selected. For the situation described here, main effects alone

are of little interest Since one already knows that slightly more

boys than girls responded and that more childten responded in 1976
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than in 1979.

Main effects must be part of the moeel. The issue here is

which interaction terms to include. With a three-factor model,

there are four possible interactions: distractor by sex,

distractor by year, sex by year, and the three way interaction of
distractor by sex by yeal: The twofactor interactions have

relatively simple interpretations. Inclusion of the sex-by-year
term implies differing proportions of boys and girls for the

various years. Like the main effects, the sex-by-year term is not
especially interesting because it reflects only the differences/ in

numbers of boys and girls responding in the four years.

The remaining two-factor terms hiVe substantive

interpretations. Inclution of the distractor-by-sex term implies
that there are indeed sex differences in the alternatives selected

by the children for each item. The distribution of girls' choices

for an item differt from the diStribution of boye'choices.
Similarly, inclution of the distractor-by-year term implies that
the distributions of both saxes over all distractors vary in the

same way from year to year.

If there are Stable sex differences in children's errors, the

statistical model predicting childrens responses must include

main effects plus the interaction term of distractor-by-sex. Time

other two-factor interactions may or may not be part of the model.

If the differencet are Stable, the three-factor interaction cannot

be part of the model. Its presence indicates that responses for

each sex are shifting each year.

Each of the 160 mathematics items was analyzed individually

to determine the model that best predicted the frequency dlta. The

models (IF tost.fit were identified by chi-square likelihood ratio

tests. The results are given in Table 2. The model requiring

only the two=factor interactions of distractor-by-sex and

distractorAoy=year WaS the most appropriate model for the majority

of items (model 7 in Table 2). This model accounts for eighty

percent of all items. \Models 4, 6, and 8 also support the

hypothesiE of stable sex differences.

Only the ten items requiring the three-factor interaction

(model 9) sh inconsistency of responses by girls and boy8 over

the years. Neither the single item requiring only main effects,

the six items fit by the model with the single interaction of

distractor=by==yeAr, nor the 60, items having sex =year_ and
distractor=by=lrear interactions show sex differences Doodelt 1, 2,

and 5). Thus, there are consistent sex differences in responses

for all but 19 of the 160 items.

Table 2 about here

The interaction between sex and distractor choice affirms the

main hypothesis of the present study. Boyt and girls are

Selecting different answers. The differences are not simply

;
81
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between right and wrong Choices. Rather, differences also exist

in the wrong alternatives selected.

ACIassificailon of Errors

A simplified model of solving a mathematics problem three

stages: recognition of protilem structure or type from features of

the item itself; identification of an appropriate strategy for use

with the identified structure; and implementation of the selected

strategy. Errors may occur in any of these phases. For example,

an individual may attend to an irrelevant or secondary feature of

an-item and may ignore important information. The remaining

Stages might be correctly executed, but an error would result

nonetheless. Similarly, an error in the second stage may arise if

an inappropriate strategy is selected. The firtt stage may or may

not have been successfully carried out. Finally, it is possible

to recognize important features of an item and to identify an

appropriate problem-soIving strategy, and nevertheless to fail in

executing the strategy. Obviously, these errors can occur singly

CT intermixed.

This section describes a classification of errors based on

this simple model; Errors may be made in the following processes:

1. Attention to,spatial and visual cues
2; Attention to verbal cues
3; Selection of inaccurate or inappropriate algorithm

4; Use of a pattern of response preference
5. Translation from words to arithmetic expressions

6; PerseVerance in'tise of a chosen algorithm

Errors 1 and 2 are errors of recognition and reflect an

individual's inability to identifli necessary salient features of

an item. Errors 3 and 4 indicate difficulties in selecting

problem-solving strategy. Either an inaccurate or inappropriate

strategy is selected, or the student guesses according to a

pattern of response preference. Finally, errors 5 and 6 are

errors in implementation or execution.

The first five categories are related to research ok sex

differences; Spatial ability, verbal ability, computation and

word problem solving, and persistence have all been investigated

with sex as -a variable. Boys tend to excel atspatial tasks and

in solving word probIemd, and they tend to perseVere longer than

girls when performing a task AFennema & Carpenter, 1981;

Vandenberg & Kusce 19792_Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Backman, 1972;

Blum & Brcmerman, 19672 _Marshall, Note 2). These studies also

show that girls are likely to excel in verbal ability and

computations; it is reasonable__ to hypothesize that boys ° and

girls- performance are related to these factors andi further, that

boys' and girls' errors are also directly related;

The only category not investigated in the sex-related

differences literature it that of response preference. There is

evidencc that individualt do have preferences for multiple-choice

alternatives. College students, for example, favor response B

82
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given the choice of A, B, C, or D (van Heerden & Hoogstraten,

1979). One questions whether sixth grade girls and boys have
response preferences and whether these preferences differ.

This classification is a useful basis for interpreting the

sex differences that exist in the data In many cases, the

categories have obvious applications to items from the Survey.

Groups of similar errors emerge when the responses are analyzed,

and the classiftcation proposed here captures most of the

distractor alternatives.

Examples of Errors in Each Category

To illustrate how the present classification distinguishes

boys" and girls' errors, several examples are offered. Tablp 3

contains eight items from the Survey of Basic Skills. TWo i s

each of four types were selected: word problems, geometry and

scaling items, computations, and mathematics concepts. The

distractors for these items are discussed below according to each
category in the error classification.

Table 3 about here

Spatial and Visual Cues. Cues of this type are present in

four of the eight items of Table 3 (items 2,4,5, and 6). Items 5

and 6 are the most obviously influenced by spatial features. Item

5 requires the student to recognize similar triangles. Shape and

size of the five figures in the item are important visual cues.

Shape is a relevant feature, and size is irrelevant. Attention to

the former leads to the correct solution, while attention to the

latter leads to an incorrect response of D (the smallest of the

figures in the response dhoices).

In Item 6, representation of the intervals as equal on the

number line is important in understanding the item; The concept

of 'number line" is not necessary; a student need only recognize

the equal spacing in the diagram and interpolate the missing
values. Were the figure drawn with the letters M and N shiftsd to

the left, as

M .N

0 12 18 30

the student could not assume equal intervals and the response '3

and 21' could be correct. All distractors in this item reflect

failure to attend to relevant visual information.

The visual information of Item 2 (apples) is of a different
nature and applies only to the choice of '4' as the answer.. In

this case, students may realize that '6' would be too great a

number of apples -and that anything fewer would be satisfactory:

Scanning the list of distractors results in a response of '4', the

number closest tg, but not exceeding '6'. The last option 'None of

83



these' is not considered, perhaps :because it is not a numerical

value.

Item 4 (decimal addition) .is an example of °horizontal

arithmetic. Since the majority of incorrect responses to this

item were 'None of these', it is impossible to infer which

arithmetic solutions were obtained. One possibility is that

students failed to align the numbers correctly or lost track of

decimal positions. A response of 13.104 (distractor A) may result

from the spatial orientation of the item. Students reaching thit

Solution may perceive the problem As (7 + 6) . (58 + 46) -= 13

104, in effect creating a distributive property for the decimal

point.

Verbal Cues. Verbal cues_ are individual words or phrabet in

an item. Key words may detenuine a student's choice of operation.

In Item I (map scale), the words 'If ... iS ..., then

represents (unknown]' lead the student to forMulate the problem

as:
is to Y as Z is to funknowd,

Where X and Z are inches am Y and the unknown are miles Setting

up the niroblem in this way yie-is an equation of

offY = Wunknown

and leads to the correct solution.

Items 2,5, and 7 also contain key words that may guide an
-------
individuaI's choice of strategy. In Items 2 and 7 the word

greatest acoearS, If one attends only to that word, one is led

to the choice of '47' in Item 2 (apples) and to '8' in Item 7

W-D). the word(s) 'common' or 'comm On &visor' in

Item 7 suggest the response '2'; A student foouSing on this cue

would have no motivation to examine other zesponse altermtLies

sin the first one iv satisfactory.

Spatial information in Items 5 (similar triangles) has already

been mentioned. Bowe veer, the word 'similar' may belmisleading for

children who have not lcarned the granetric concert. They may

focus on the word and intelpret it r mean "closelylresembling but

not identical". In that crle, the correct figure of alternative C

might be eliminated from consideration becamvel its shape is

identica to, the figure in the stem. Students may, then look for a

figure that only approximates the original one in size or shape or

both.

Inaccurate Al-orithns. An algorithm is a imooedure for

making an arithmetic calculation. Errors from inaccurate

algorithmb include more than careless arithMetic errors.

Systematic misplacement of decimal points and incOrrect rules in

'carrying' or 'borrowing' are also examplAS.

Several items of Table 3 have diStractors that correspond to

inaccurate algorithms. All distractors of Item 1 Ow scale)



coincide with incorrect decimal placement. In this item, t.
incorrect algorithms co-exist with other errors, such as verbal or

translation errors.

Inaccurate algorithms are also probable in Items 3,4, and 7.

All distractorS for Items 3 and_4 represent computational error;

however, the nature of the errors differs. In the vertical

addition of Item 3, response A corresponds to a procedure that

ignores 'carrying' altogether.3 (A_less likely alternative

leading to this_ diStractor is to_ignore the middle number and
combine only the leftmost and rightmost numbers for a response of

1,212.) ResponSe C alSo can result from one of two procedures. In

the first, the StEdent adds 4 + 8 = 12, records '2' and carries

'1' to the leftmost column. The student then adds 4 + 7 = 11,

records '1', and again attempts to carry '1' to the leftmost

column. HOWever, 1 has already been added to this column (from
the first carry), so the second carry is disregarded. Ths final

step ad& 1 + 5 + 7 = 13, and the result is the value 1,312.

A second alternative yielding 1.e same final solution

corresponds to inconsistent use of the carrying procedure The

process is ignored in the first step_ and is then' employed

correctly in the addition of the middle pair of numbers.

In the h.',izontal addition of Item 4, the predominant

response is 'None of these'. As pointed out above, the incorrect

solution8 obtained by most stude-Ii's cannot be observed. ResponSe

A is alSo a_popPlar choice and illustrates a particular incorrect

algorithm. FOr this answer, cnildren correctly perceive the

problem but formulate the response as
7 . 58

+8 .

. 104

adding separately the numbers to the left and to the right of the

de..-7imal. This Arrroach was discussed above in reference to the
hc:izontal appearance of the l'em.

Response Preferences. One cannot ignore the possibility that

children celect certain responses on a multiple -choice test as a

result of the arrangement of the distractors or as part of a
general guessing strategy. For example, a student may gslect

conSistently the first or last alternative or may chooSe the

smallest or largest value. Since distractors are frequently
listed in ascendthg or descending crdc4r, it is difficult to tc.11

whether a student following this procedure is selecting the firzt

or the smallest value (since they are frequently identical) .

Predominant ermrs on the items of Table 3 are mcre frequently

first or last choices rather than mide'e ones.

A second response preference may involve the selection of
AtithMetc operation on the oasis of relative sitti_of_the numbers

in the_stem. This response is almost 4ih011y context7fret; the

Stiirlht picks out numbers and ooMbines them acr,ording bo_tules of

.
For exame-ae, in Item 1 (map scale) a. saident using this

8b
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approach would focus only on the numbers 350_and 14. Since one is

much larger than_theother, the student elects__to divide the

smaller into the larger value rather than add or_subtract or

multiply the_t00. A student using this approach would get the

correct solution.

This strategy results in error for Item 2 (apples). The

response preference in this item appears to 106 add or subtract two

amounts of money. Given 580 and 110, one reaches either 690 or

470. The solution 69 is not an available option, and thus 47 is

selected.

Translation. In solving word or story problems, students

generally__ must translate the problem from the verbal statement

into mathemtical expression. Errors in translation result in.

incorrect -5-7: utions even though problem-solving techniques used

subsequently are employed oorectly. Items 1 and 8 illustrate the

possibiliti of such errors.

Consi, 1 Y (map scale). One correct representation of

this iter, ,1.vcrabove. Should a student take the numbers in

the order presented 4n the stem and insert them into the equation

above,

X is tc y as Z is to unknown],

the result is:

350 is to 14 as I is to unknown3,

or

350/14 = 1/ unknown;

TO solve this equatir,n, the student must divide 14 by 350; By

. misplacing the docLaal, he or she reaches '4' or '40 as an

answer;

A similar translation error can be made on Item 8 (numeral).

All errors on this item may be translation ?rrors. The first

-espouse B) is simply the reversal of the di its 3 and 4. A

teral translation of seven ',thousand six I. ' ed thirty-fmlr

might be 7,000,600,34. Seve-al variations are , ,ssib...Q. One

might expect most chileren to translate_correctl; ,ix hindred=

thirty four. (In any case, incorrect translations other than 64?

are not options for this item.) 'Therefore, a student might

translate the phrase to 7,000.634 (again, not a ,-.5cractor choice)

or the nearest value of 700,634 (response D).

Perseverance. It is possAble to explain some of the errors

of Table 3 in terms of student persistence in eolvihg the items.

Iteirs 3, 6, 7, and 8 have distracbors that correspond to tick of

permeverance in repeating a correct process when necessary.

In the addition problem of Item 3, response B may e
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explained in the following way. The first step in carrying is

executed correctly. However, the seem carrying procedure is

carried out incorrectly. The final result is then 1,222. One

explanation of the error is that students failed to persist in

performing the carrying operation.

A second examole of failure to persevere is given Li

distractor B -a-em 6 (number line). In this selection, the

student has c y 4.clent3f1;:A the value corresponding to M as 6

but then does L.' the se-fee process aejain to identify the value

corresponding ti

A third example RS eound in item 7 CO). The response '8'

would be correct if the values in the stem were only 8 and 16.
However, 8 is not a factor of 12. Choice of the response D (3)

may result from failure to determine that 8 is indeed a factor of
all three numbers and not just the first and last ones.

Failure to persevere may be related to lack of attention.
The error of tvsnslozing 'seven thousand six hundred thirty-four'
into 7,643 (response B of 'tem 8) may be an errc,: of e'is type

rather than a problem in translation. Having correctly
interpreted the first two ve.ues (seven thousand and six hundred),
the student may lcsserr his or her attention to detail.

Sex Differences In Errors

Table 4 summarizes the errors by sex to the items of Table 3.
A distract or may appear in more tt.nn a single category; it is
sometimes po.t8lb2a to reach the same incorrect solution because of

different errors. Tnteraction amonc., categoric is also possibI,
For example, verbal and spatial features may combine to occasion a

particular error.

Both texpc errors in all six categories. For the items

of Table 3 lir Pre more likely to make errors in recognizing

relevant feat or an item, whether spatial or verbal. More of
their errors can be classified In the first two catetories than in

thote associated with selection or implementation of corrt
strategies. Boys have mom difficulty in implementing a chosfm
strategy.

Boys appear to make more errors than girls firm spatial and

7'.sual. cues, from translations, from inaccurate algorithms, and
from :..acts of persistence. These results occur in part because
b..yt frequently show preference for two distractors while girls
generally have a single pceference. Items 2, 4, and I illustrate

Unit point.

Vir....hin individual citegories, distr. -tions are e.Ident- ix y
hzwe .1 greater tendency girls to nake errors in items with

unusual Spatial orientiocion. Doti, sexes err on items with

6iagramt but :n different ways. Both sexes also -.rr in

recognizing different verbal cues, alth'ugh 3they attend to
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different ones;

Boys make more mistakes corresponding to errors in

translation and from inaccurate algorithms than do girls. The

former is somewhat surprising since boys generally_perform better

than girlt in solving word problems (Fennema & Carpenter, 1981;

Marshall, 1981; Marshall, Note 2).. The present results suggest

that girls' weakness is in something other than_ the_ translation

step. This weakness appears at an earlier stage of the process,

before the translations and algorithms are needed.

Very few items of the Survey had uniformly distributed

errors. It is possible that many students have response

preferencet that are used when the students realize that they are

unable to solve specific problems. The errors in the category of

response preferences indicate that boys and girls_ hve different
response preferenops. Girls tend to select the first alternative

(usually the smallest- value) while boys tend to Select the last

one (usually the largest).

Finally, the responses to the sample items suggest that

perseverance may be a factor in the particular errors made by

children anal especially by boys. It can be argued that this

result is occasioned by the nature of the data: children may be

lest Motivated to perform maximally on assessment tests than on

other tests of achievement. However, as long as girls and boys

respond to the same si:..-aation, one may assume their motivation is

similar. Assessment data reveal typical errors, and it is these

that are of interest here. 74,e perseverance findings Ao not

support bodv_ of research that suggests s pc-7 to a

greater degree than do girls.

The differ ice between' thit finding and those of othc

ttudies may be due to the narrower definitton of_ perseverance used

here. All errors could in principle be defirrd as errors in

perseverance: failure to detect :.111 key words could be interpreted

as lack of persistence in Leading the entire problem, failure to

select an appropriate strat'egy could be interpreted as lack of

persistence In scanning all available strategies, and failure to

apply an algorith- correctly could be interpreted as lack of

persistence in repeatedly following the appr,priate steps of the

Algorithm. Only the latter is taken I-JD be a problem in

1..rSeverance in this paper. ',The other irstances raquire

ir,tel.nces of omission; aria a= Jles that ill words were not: read

or that al.t. ,--trate'r-Ae5i AP Le not evaluted. As yet, there '- no

tvidenro_i tr support fir assumptions.

Summary

There, are substantial differences in the errors made by sixth

grade boys and girls on multiple-choice mathematics items.

statistical analysis revealS that boys and girls select different

clistractors to a variety of items and that the choices for each

sex are consistent for difterent groups tested in separate years.
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A classification of errors has been presented that emphasizes

areas in which the sexes are thought to differ. Neither sex makes

only one type of error, but within each classification, boys and

girls nevertheless make different mistakes. Boys appear more

likely to make errors in selecting and implementing problem-

solving strategies than girls. Girls are more likely to err in
determining the relevant features of problems.. More of their

er-ors occur in the first two categories than in the middle or

last two ones.

Tt should be stressed that the above discussion does not

captu,. all possible ways children err'on the items of Table 3 no
is it argued here that only the errors descrit 1 lead to selection

of particular distracbors. Mat is argued is that we can learn
much about student errors from multiple-choice responses. Any

study of sex differences in problem solving might benef.t from

examination of already-existing_ tst data. Variable8 to be
studied could be selected on theoretical and empiricargrnunds.
Such a procedure would be time=saving in the long run because it

can identify general areas and variables in which the sexes differ

and can generate testable hypotheses about them. More detailed
analyses with spe,:,.cially constructed items and small groups of
individuals naturally follow.

FiraTlv, it should be pointed out that the items studied here

were not constructed to facilitate distractor
Nevertheless, much information_ has been gained from them. More
information would be available from test items if attention were
given to details such as including distractors cvrresponding to

more distinct strategies or,phrasing the oNestions in such a way

as to eliminate overlapping explanations for distractor

choice. Any th,-,.Ly of problem solving coula be better evaluated
by administratic.1 of tests with appropriately chosen distractors.
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Table I

Number of Children Responding to the
Survey AtaBasicSkIlIs:

1976-1979

Bogs Girls

1976 166,204 163,868

1977 157,013 153,710

1978 148,801 145,647

1979 144,462 142,305

Table 2

Models of Best Fit for 160
Mathematics Items

Modol Number of Items for Which
This MOdel is the BestFit

(1) D + Y + S 1

(2) D + Y + , + DY 6

(3) D + Y + S + SY 0

(4) D + Y + S + DS 4

(5) D + Y + S + SY + DY 2

(6) D + Y + S + DS + SY 2

(7) D + y + s + DS + DY 128

(8) D + Y + S + DS + DY + SY 7

(9) D + y + s + DS + DY + SY + DSY 10

Rey: D'= distractor choice
Y = year of response
S = sex of student

Single letters ii: icate main effects.

Double letters indicate interactions.

92
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Table 3

mathematics Items Answered by Sixth Grade Students

'Ld Problems:

(1) If a distance of 35" 1es is represented by a segment of

14 inches on a mar J on the map 1 inch represents:

[al 4 mileS
* ibq 25 miles

[c] _40 miles
[d] 250 miles

PercentageS Selecting Each Distractor:

[a] [c] [d] Tota1_ Incorrect

bays 31 37 32 13;689

girls 32 30 38 14;674

(2) Sue has 58cp. If apples cost 110 each, what is the -4reatest

number of whole apples that Sue can buy?

[a] 47
[b] 6

[c] 4
0] 3

* [e] None of these

Percens iges Select-7 Each Distracbor:

:a] '.hl fcl TOtaI Incorrect

boys 40 20 34 6 13,466

girls 51 16 27 6 13,758

COmputations:

(3) 744
+57e
----

(s) 1;212
[b) 1;222
[c] 1;312

* [d] 1;322

Percentages Selecting Each Distractor:

[a] [b] fcl Total Incorrect

boys 12 42 46 :);.982

girls 8 49 43 1,873
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Table 3 continued

(4) 7;58 + 6;46

[a] 13;104
* [b] 13.04

[c] 13;4
[d] None of these

Percentages Selecting Each Distracter:

[a] [c] [d] Total Incorrect
boys . 30 10 60 6,703

girls 14 7 79 / 4,770

Geometry and Scaling:

6

(5) The triangle above is similar to which of the following?

Percentages Selecting Each Distracter:

1 al [1:01 A
boys 5 45 r ;

girls 4 53

(6)

1
12 18

8

Total Incorrect
7i680 ;

8A7P.'

30

')n the JUMber lthe .:ttered arrows M and N point to the

mdssing nuMbers:
La] 3 &id 21
[b] rl and 20

!1 6t- 14
id] 9 and 24

Ir."-...xc*:tc9ges Selecting Each Distracter:

[al U-) I

I ,
[d] Total Incorrect

buyt 27 53 20 6,022

girls 32 46 22 6,550

4
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Table 3 continued

Mathematical Concepts:

(7) %hat is the greatest common divisor of 8, 12, and 16?

[a] 2
[b] 3

* [c] 4
[d]

Percentages Selecting Each Distractor:

[a] [b] [d] TOW Inoorrect-
10,300boYs 49 7 44

girls 58 5 37 10,537

(8)- 'Which is a numeral for seven thousand six hundred thirty-fc.

*i [a] 7,634
[b] 7,643
[c] 70,634
[8] 700,634

Percentages Selecting Each Distractor:

[b] [c] [a] Total Incorrect

boys 37 28 35 3,362

girls 30 23 47 3,178

* ciorrect response

The items are reproduced here by permission of the California

Assessment Program of the Wifornia Department of Education.
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Table 4

A Summary of Student Errors on Eight MaUematics Itemt
According to Six Categories of Errors

Category Item Response Sex Selecting Response

(1) Spatial-'cisual 2 C bOyS

4 A boys

5 B girls

5 D boys

6 A girls

(2) Verbal 1 D girls

2 A girls,bOys

5 B git1S

5 D boys
7 A girlsoboys

7 D boys

(3) iria-cdttat_ 1 D girls

Algorithms
1 C boY0

3 B girls

3
4 A 10057g

7 D boys

(4) Response Styles 2 A girls
6 A girls
7 A girls
4_ D

D
bays
boys

7 D boYs
2 A boys,girls

7 --

(5) Translation 1 C boys

8 B ODYs
8 D girls

(6) Perseverance 3 B girls
6 B girlsiboys

7 D boys

8 B. boys
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Error Analysis and Cognitive Processes

In this chapter, I describe cognitive strategies used by

sixth- =grade children in solving mathematics problems. There are

two parts to the study. First, a large number of test responses

by sixth=-grade children are examined. Error analysis in a large

set of data allows determination of characteristic mistakes made

by boyS and by girls. In this study, the basic question becomes

whether boyS and girls make different or identical errors on

items.

The second study builds upon the results of the first.

Ninety=three sixth-grade students were interviewed individually
and their problem-solving styles and strategies were observed.

The first study indicates the types of problems on which boys and

girls differ. The second is a detailed examination of steps the

children take in solving these problems.

Other Studies of Errors

Error analysis is a relatively new field _in mathematics

research. An interesting line of research is offered by several

Australian researchers using a classification of errors that

includes: reading deficiencies, comprehension problems,

transformation errors, encoding or writing errors; and

carelessness (Clements, 1980; Watson, 1980; Newman, 1977). A

second approach (Radatz, 1979) uses a classification grounded in

information- processing theory. ,Possible errors are those of
language difficulties (semantics), spatial representations; lack

of math knowledge, rigidity of thinking, and application of

irrelevant rules.

More recently, I have proposed a classification based upon a

three-stage model of problem solving: recognition of features of

an item, selection of a strategy to be used in solving the item,

and implementation of the selected strategy (4ardhall, Vote 1).
In each stage, there are two possible types of errors. In the

first stage of recognition, errors are those related to

spatial /visual cues or verbal features of the item. In the second

stage, errors correspond to selection of inappropriate algori gab

or to use of guessing patterns for solving the item. The latter

are context-free and depend only upon the relative size of the

numbers in an item or in the list of response alternatives on a

multiple-choice item. The Student bases his or her choice of

arithmetic operation upon the perceived relationship of the

numbers. Finally, there are also two typeS-of errors occurring in

the third stage of the problem-solving model: those of translation

from words to equations and those of persiStence. Discussion of

errors in this chapter will refer frequently to the three-stage

model and the associated classification of errors.

Error classification offerS a framework for examining

oognitive processes in problem solving. By focusing on particular

types of errors, we may discover the point at which a child's
processing makes a wrong turn. Olb need no longer be concerned
only with whether the child answers correctly or incorrectly, and
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we can devise instruction aimed at specific et Hems of cognitive

strategies.

Study 1: Errors on Multiple-Choicz. Tests

The first study is an examination of a lArge number of

responses given by children to a standardized m:isetsment test.

The responses are those of all sixth-grade childr.,, mrolled in

California public schoolt during the pr.,_:luti 1976-1979.

Approximately 300,000 students responded in each year.

The test instrument it the Survey ofirlasic Skills: Grade 6, a

30-item assessment test covering reading, writ-,-.en expression,

spelling, and mathematics. Details of the test are g1ven by the

California Assessment Ptogram (1979). Only the mathematics items

are of interest here.

The Survey is adminittered annually by the CAlifOrnia

Assessment Program of the California Department of Education_

Each child responds to one of 16 different forms of the test, and

each form contains unique items. There are 10 mathematics itcas

on each form, yielding a total of 160 mathematics items for the

entire Survey.

Study of the 160 mathematict items reveals substantial 6ex

differences in the errors made by boys and girls. Distributions of

boys' and girls' errors are significantly different for 88 percent

of the items. TWo examples of the items analyzed and the

differences in boys' and girls' responses are given in Table 1.

During the four years studied, a total of 13,689 boys and 14,674

girls erred on the word problem, and 7,680 boys and 8,078 girls

erred on the geometry item. Ptoportions of each sex selecting

each incorrect distractor are given in Table 1. These proportiont

are essentially the same for each of the years studied. That_is,

girls were more likely to select [d] on the nap item in all four

years, and boys were_more likely to select Do]. Similarly, girlt

tended to prefer [b] for the geometry item, while boys were more

likely to respond

Consider the ways of deriving answers to the word problem

(Table 1). There are two methods that yield the correct solution.

First, a student can ignore everything_in the problem except the

numbers 350 and 14. Since one is ./arge and the other is

relatively small, the student elects to .divide and reachet the

correct solution of 25 without ever attempting to encode or

translate the problem. Such a strategy of problem saving is an

example of a guessing pattern. The student selects the arithmetic

operation on the basis of the relative size of the ntanbers in the

item. The student's preference of operation is based upon rules

such as add all the numbers _together if more than two are

present; subtract the smaller from the larger if two numbers have

the sar-e number of digits; or divide the smaller into the larger

if one is much larger than the other. Direct evidence of tuch

guesswork is described in the second part of this chapter. it is
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is important in this item. There are five geometric figures; the

student is asked to identify which of four is similar to the

fifth. There is also verbal information in the item. The word

similar usually means "closely resembling." Here similar means

"having sides with the same proportions." If it is interpreted as

"closely resembling but not identical", the meaning ached by

the student to the word similar may direct the choice of respnn ei

There are two spatial features of the item to itIkcit the

student can attend: shape and size of-the figures. In this case,

shape is relevant and size is not. Students searching for a

similar shape will elect- response [c]. Students seeking a similar
size will select the smallest of the alternatives, [d]. Students

interpreting similar as "close: but not identical" may select

either [b] or [d], depending upon whether size or shape was the

more salient visual feature.

Table 1 showt the differences in boys' and girls- responses.

Boys are more likely to respond [d] while girls select [b]. Thus,

the boys appear to be responding to the inappropriate spatial

feature of size, while girls may attend to erroneous verbal

information and the relevant spatial feature of shape. This

suggests that when spatial and 'verbal information occur

simataneously in a problem, girls and boys have selective

attention for different features.

_
Analysis of students choice of distracbor provides useful

information about the types of errors students make and about
possible cognitive strategies used in solving problems. Further

information is gained from interviews with students as they solve

individual problems and describe the problem-solving process. The

advantage of studying multiple-choice responses from standardized

tests is that responses frommany students to many types of items

can be examined. The advantage of studying interview responses is

that the responses of a few students to a few items can be
explored in detail.

Study 24 Student Interviews

For the second study, 93 sixth-grade students participated

individually in one interview session. Each student first
responded to a ten-item paper-and- pencil test and then answered

questions About ten additional items posed by the interviewer.

Each set of ten items was used as pretest for appnoximately fifty

percent of the children and as interview for the remaining

students.

During the interview, a student was encouraged to describe

his or her problem- solving strategies and was asked frequently to

justify the use of particular operations and to interpret the

result8. Students responded orally in the interview but were

Allowed to write their computations as they talked. Each

interview lasted approximately 45 minutes. Mbstof the children
responded to the full set of twenty items, although a few did not
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an important source of errors and also, as here, of correct

answers.

A second way to reach a correct solution is by following the

simple model of problem solving mentioned previously. A student

first recognizes the salient features of the item. In this case,

the words
"If ... is represented by , then ... represents ... "

lead to selection of the strategy that sets up the proper

proportion:
A is to la as C is to D.

Other salient features that must be noted in the item are the

units of measurement: 14 and 1 are inches, 350 and the unknown

quantity are miles. Finally, correct solution requires combining

the salient features and the strategy Selected:

14 is to 350 as 1 is to unknown,

or
14/350 = 1/ X,

where X is the unknown number of miles.

Tne cognitive process described above may fail in several

ways. An individual may fail to recognize all the necessary

verbal cues present in the item. For example, the structure of

the problem may be correctly identified (leading to the

appropriate selection of a strategy) but the units of measurement

may be ignored. Were this to happen, the individual might easily

make errors in setting up the appropriate equation. If the

numbexs in the problem are inserted into the equation in the order

they occur in the item, the result IS

3F)0 is to 14 as 1 is to unknown .
Such a fort elation leads to the incorrect response of 0.04. This

answer is not an option in the list of distractors, but the values

4 and 40 are. ArMtrarily shifting the decimal allows one to

select either of these. A similar error in decimal placement

results in the value of 250 (choice (dl) rather than the correct

response of 25.

From Table 1, it is eviLE-4.1t that boys are more likely to

respond '40' when they are incorrect and girls are more likely to

respond '250'. Both distractors contain errors of decimal

arithmetic, but they correspond to different approaches in

cognitive processing. Although the girls' choice of 250 is in

some sense 'closer' to the proper formulation (since the

proportion was correctly set up), it may be the more serious error

because it is more illogical. Given an initial value of 350 miles

for 14 inches, it should be obvious to students thinking about

relative size and distances that a response of 250 is much too

large for a single inch. Selection of the value 250 indicates a

serious lack of attention to the logical or common sense value of

an answer. Certainly, a response of 40 is more plausible. It is

possible that boys are attending more to the logical structure of

their answers than girls.

The errors on the geometry item illustrate additional

cognitive strategies. Undoubtedly, spatial and visual information
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removed. For the baseball cards and the hair ribbons item, the

portion removed is a fraction of the original quantity. For the

soda and bus items, the portion removed is expressed as a ratio:

one in three or one in six. In all cases, the Student must first
determine the number of units to be removed and second compute the

number of remaining units. As shown in Figure 1, the difficulty

in this item is in determining the number of units to remove.

When this value is known, the item has a simple structure and can

be solved easily by subtraction. When the number of units to be

removed is not known, the student must decide how to find it.

Table 4 provides detail of responses to the individual items.

Four categories of errors are defined. First are those errors
.that yield only the amount to be removed from the original

quantity. Individuals perform the first step only on an item that

has a multi-step solution. Second are errors that occur when an
individual attempts to subtract a fraction CT ratio from the
original quantity without first finding a common unit of measure.
For example, in the baseball card problem, such an error is the
subtraction of 1/3 from 12, yielding an answer of 11 2/3.. The

third category is a miscellaneous one; all other errors are
included here, except the response of 'I don't know', which is the
fourth category. For these items, miscellaneous errors comprise
only five to eight percent of total responses. Several children

gave no answer to the items, and their problem-solving strategies

remain unknown. However, most of the errors come from failure to

carry out the second operation of subtraction or from failure to
recognize the appropriate number to be subtracted. These errors
reflect differences in the processing of information in the items.

Table4 also shows the relative difficulty of these items for

boys and girls. The ribbons item is the easiest of the four for
boys and the most difficult one for girls. A large number of

girls responded "I don't know" to this item.

Given the structure common to all four items, we questioned

whether students were consistent in their cognitive processing.
There are two issues of consistency: first,'do students approach

the pairs of items in the same way? The matched items are nearly

identical. One expects Similar behaviors for similar items.

Different responses (e.g., use of different arithmetic operations)

suggest that a student does not recognize the underlying semantic

structure of the pair of items. In effect, the student is

guessing or using a strategy that is context-free.

The second issue of consistency concerns whether students

tend to use one strategy for all four items. In practice, very

few students were able to solve all four items. Therefore, we

modified this issue to include students consistent on at least

three of the four items. A comparison of the numbers of students

consistent within pairs of items with those consistent over pairs

provides an estimate of how many students perceive the generic
structure of the two types_ of items. Wbrdsimilarities alone may

account for recognition that the cards and ribbons items are
alike. Ari underStanding or encoding of the problem into a
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have sufficient time to do so. Failure to complete the setof

items appears to be more highly related to the amount of detail

the children provided on earlier prctlems than to ability in

solving problems. Individuals providing a great deal of

information or those making many irrelevant statements tended to

run out of time on the ninth and tenth interview items.

The problemt Solved by the students are word problems

requiring fraction or whole number arithmetic. Most of the items

are complex and require more than a single computation for correct

solution. Boys were slightly more successful in solving the

problems than were girls, but a comparison of mean scores on the

paper and pencil test was statistically insignificant. The mean

score for boys is_3.86 and that for girls is 3.12. Standard

deviations are 2.04 and 2.08 respectively. (A comparison of

number of items answered correctly in the interviews was not

carried out becaute not all children had the opportunity to

respond to all items. Frequently, the items not reached were the

easiest ones in the setand would presumably have been answered

correctly.)

General Results

An item=by-item comparison of boys and girls success on all

twenty items (pretest responses only) shows that boys were more

successful than girls on eighteen of the items and girls were more

successful than boys on only two of them. In most cases, however,

the difference in proportions correct for the sexes is not

statistically significant. On only three items were boys

significantly better than girls.
The items_ of Table 2 are four of the items used in the study.

Seventy-nine students (39 boys and 40 girls) responded to all four

of the items, two on the paper-and-pencil pretest and two in the

interview. Only the responses from these students are discussed

here. Notice that the items are matched: the baseball cards and

hair ribbons items are almost identical in wording, the soda and

bus items are also very similar. One from each pair app-ars on a

pretest and the other is a corresponding interview item. These

items were selected for discussion in this chapter because they

allow comparisont of cognitive processes for a common form of

question.

Student performance on these four items is given in Table 3.

The distributions of boys and- girls' correct responses are

,significantly different ( 74..1 = 7.86, p < .05). The most striking

difference is between the numbers of boyt and girls erring on all

four items. Many more girls than boys have difficulty with these

items. This is reflected as well in the larger proportion of boys

answering at leatt three items correctly.

All four of these items have.the same basic structure. This

structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the four items

bey ins with game original quantity, expressed in particular units

of measurement (cards, ribbons, bottlet, or coats). The unknown

in each item is the number of units remaining after a portion is
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There does not appear to be a sex-related difference in

ability to recognize structure within a pair of items. Large

percentages of both sexes solved both items in a pair in the same

way. Girls may be slightly better than- boys in recognizing

semantic structure: 20 percent of the girls and 15 percent of the

boys did so on both pairs of items. Boys are better than girls in

discerning the common structure of all four items: 38 versus 25

percent. However, this is not a statistically significant

difference in this sample.

Student Descriptions of Problem-Solving Process

What is going on in the_problem-solving process itself? To

determine the answer as fully as possible, we questioned the

children while they were solving the interview items. Among other

questions, we asked them to identify the important features of

each item. Their responses can be evaluated under -the error

classification described earlier in this paper.

Recall the simple model of problem solving described above.

The first stage is recognition of salient features of an item. In

word problems; one expectS the salient features to be verbal cues

directing the student's attention. The second stage is selection

of an appropriate strategy for solving the problem._ For the

problems studied here, this becomes a choice of dieration or

operations. In many instances, the decision is whether to use one

or two successive computations. Finally, the third stage is

implementation. Errors in this stage are typically those of

arithmetic computation.

Several tonalities are evident in the girls' and boyS"

responses. One is the direct translation of certain wordS into

operations. Rather than encode the problem according to a

structure such at that of Figure 1, many students search for key

words in a problem to identify the operation required. Table 5

gives the most common key_ words and associated ,cperations

described by students as they solved the four items. Each of
these was specified by students as justification for an associated

operation. Frequently, the student vOlunteered statements such as

"My teacher says of always means multiply."

There are distinct differences in the key words noticed by

each sex. In the bus/soda items, the most frequent phrases

mentf.oned by the students as they solved the items were "one out

of every six (three)", depending upon the item being Solved.

Roughly one-third of all students gave this ,phrase as

justification for the arithmetic operation_performed. More boYs

than girls did so: 41% of all boys versus 25% of all girls._ Most

of the students were ,led to the operation of division by the

phrase. Bbwever, sane interpreted the words to mean subtraction

and thought they should subtract the value 1 from the other number

in the phrase. These students reached either (3 -= 1) or (6 - 1)

as solutions.

A second response to the bus/soda items is to focus on the

I. i!,
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representation such_as that of Figure 1 is necessary to recognize

that the ribbons and soda items are also alike.

Consistency in the matched items takes the form of answering

both items correctly, of reaching_the quantity to be removed as

the answer on both, or of ignoring the step requiring conversion

to the proper unit of measurement and subtracting the fraction or

proportion directly from the original unit. Roughly thirty-five

percent of boys and girls were consistent in their approach to the

ribbons /cards items. Fburteen of each sex demonstrated

consistency. Similar results were obtained for the second pair of
items. Forty-three percent of all students were consistent: 16

boys and 18 girls.

On all items, most of the students who erred consistently

found the amounts to be subtracted; 60 percent of the consistent

respondents reached such solutions. Neither sex is more likely to

be consistent than the other. Both boys and girls perceived the
matcheditems as having similar structure and attempted to solve

the items within a pair using one cognitive strategy.

A related issue of consistency is whether students use a
single strategy for each of the matched pairs. Fifteen percent of

the boys were consistent within both pairs of matched items. That

is they took a consistent approach bo the pair of ribbons/cards

and also took a consistent approach to the pair of but /coda.
nowever, these approaches were not in general the same for the two

pairs of items. Similarly, 20 percent of the girls were consistent

within both pairs of items. Again, they did not necessarily use
the same strategies for the two pairs. CnIy two boyS and three

girls_ used a single strategy for all four items.._ Both boys and

one girl Solved the items correctly and consonant with figure 1.

The remaining girls found the number of units to be removed in

each case.

About one-third of the students were consistent on at least

three of the four items. Nine of these students were correct in

their responses (3 girls and 6 boys). Mott of the remaining

students consistently found the amount to be removed from the

original quantity: five girls and nine boyS. TWo additional

girls consistently made inappropriate subtractions. A larger

proportion of boys than girls used a single strategy for at least

three_of the four item: 38 percent of the boys did so in °contrast

with 25 percent of the girls.

A surprisingly large number of students were inconsistent in

their responses. Several of the seeming inconsistencies are

simply differences in finding the quantity to be removed for one

item and in carrying out the necessary Second step for a correct

solution to the second item. However, many of the inconsistencies

correspond tochoioe of different operations. That is, a student

might subtract on the ribbons item and divide on the Soda item.

Such responses indicate failure to recognize the common structure

foond in both items.
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are also more likely than boys to resort to solutions based upon
guessing patterns. Both of these errors reflect context-free or
context-independent methods of problem solving.

Summary

From the studies described here we have new evidence of

differences and similarities in boys' and girls' mathematics
performance. From the_ first_ study, it is evident that boy3 and

girls tend to make different errors on a variety of items.. Their
responses suggest attention to different features of the items.

The second study provides details of how students differ in their
understanding of word problems and in their use of cues in the

text.

One impol:tara: finding in the second study is that girls and

boys appear equally likely to discern (or fail to discern) the
underlying structure of the problem. The tests of consistency in

response over the four items discussed here indicate that boys and
girls are similar in their tendency to 'answer similar problems
with repeated use of one strategy. On the other hand, this is
primarily a negative finding, since the majority of both sexes are
inconsistent. Both sexes would probably benefit from instruction
on the underlying structure of word problems.

Some general results are shared by the two studies discussed
here. Girls make errors that lead to illogical responses more
often than boys do. This is evident from the word problem (map

item) on the Survey as well as from the cards/ribbons pair of
items in the interview study. Just as 250 miles is an illogical

response to Item 1 of Table 1, responses of 11 2/3 baseball cards
or 14 4/5 hair ribbons to Items 1 and 2 of Table 2 are also not
reasonable. The operations and strategies used by girls are not
wholly inappropriate in either instance. However, one expects a

good problem solver to recognize solutions that are not feasible
and to modify strategies accordingly.

There is also evidence in both studies that students resort
to guessing patterns rather than employ strategies of problem
solving. Both boys and girls make responses that are based upon
the relationship or relative size of the numbers in the problem
rather than the content of the item. Both studies suggest that

girls are more likely to rely,upon this strategy than are boys.

The present discussion of error analysis (or response

analysis) shows that individual differences in cognitive
strategies can be identified by examining students responses to

mathematics items. Either technique presented here can be
modified for use in the classroom. On the one hands it is

relatively easy to categorize responses to a set of selected
problems that have been answered by students in the usual paper-
and-pencil format. Similarly, it is possible to have children

explain in an oral question-and-answer session why 'particular-
operations are CT are not appropriate. Results of such analyses
may direct remediation or may lead to alternate forms of



value 3 or 6 and to ignore the words "one out of every". Student8

using this approach then subtracted 24 -_3 = 21 for the soda item

CT 48 - 6 = 42 for the bus item. Justification for subtraction

was a transformation of the problem to "Take away the number-of

empty seats (bottles)", and "Take away s subtract". Only

girlt made this error. Ten percent of the girl responding to the

items made this interpretation.

The most noticeable response made by boys and girls to thiS

pair of items was the operatiOn of division (either 24/3 or 48/6)

coupled with the inability of the student to explain why the

operation was carried out. "I don't know--just instinct" and

"It's the only number that goes into 24 (or 48)" and "It just

seems right" are some of the responses_ given by_the students.

TWenty-two percent of all students divided but had no idea why.

Most of their responses suggested that they did not understand the

problem and simply combined the available numbers (either 3 and 24

CT 6 and 48) in the most feasible way. A common response was "I

don't really know how to solve it. Maybe 3 goes into 24?" For

these items, division seemed most appropriate to them. This is

another example of a guessing pattern._ Many more girls than boys

made responses of this type. _While 5 of 39 boys (or 13 percent)

could not explain their work, 12 of 40 girls (or 30 percentl could

not do so. This difference is marginally significant (.05 < Et<

.10).

A somewhat different pattern emerges for the second pair of

items. Forty-one percent of All students used key words for the

cards/ribbons items: 20 girls and 14 boys. !Maus, fifty percent_of

the girls attended to key words or phrases as directions for

arithmetic operations. Most of the students focused on the words

"gave away" or "have left", and_these phrases led predominantly to

the operation of subtraction. In these instmmmd7 the students

subtracted the fractions directly from the original auantities

given in the items. Only five students were misdirected by these

words and interpreted them to mean that division was required. Of

the students focusing on thesephrases, 11 of 39 boys did os (28

percent) and 17 of 40 girls did so (43 percent). thut girls are

rore likely to attend erroneously to these phrases.

A second keyword in these items is the word 'of'. A common

interpretation of this it that "of means multiply'. Several

students volunteered the statement that "of is the same as times."

This interpretation makes sense in fraction problems (e.g., give

1/3 of 12 away) but is incorrect in items using only whole numbers

(e.g., give 3 of 12 away). Boys and girls were equally likely to

attend to this cue.

On the basis of thete four items, there are differences

the problem-solving strategies of boys and girls. Attention to

key words is a major factor. Girls appear more _likely than boys

to combine partial recognition of cues with failure to identify

appropriate units of measure. This is evident in the greater

tendency of girls to subtract without first determining the number

of units (cards, ribbons, bottles, or seats) to be removed. Girls
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instruction. In either case, instruction is better tailored to

fit individual needs.

A.
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Table 1

Sample Items from the
Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6

(1) If a distance of 350 miles is represented by a segment of

14 inches on a map, then on the map 1 inch represents:

[a] 4 miles
* [b] 25 miles

[c] 40 miles
[d] 250 miles

Percentages Selecting Each Distractor:

[a] [c] [d] TOtal Incorrect

boys 31 37 32 13,689

girls 32 30 38 14,674

(2) The triangle above is similar to which of the following?

[a]

[b]

*

Percentages Selecting Each Distractor:

[a] [b] [d] Total. Incorredt

s 5 45 50 '
9,680

girls 4 53 43 8,078

* correct solution

These items are reproduced herewith. the permission of the Cali-

fornia Assessment Program, California Degartment of Education.
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Table 2
Word Problems Solved by Sixth

Grade Students in Individual Interviewt

Pair l:
(1) John has 12 baseball cards. He gives 1/3 of them

to Jim. How many does John have left?

(2) Mary has 15 hair ribbons. She gives 1/5 of them

to Alice. How many ribbons does Mary have left?

(1) A bus has seats for 48 passengers. If one out of
every six seats is empty, how many passengers are
on the bus?

(2) A case of soda contains 24 bottles. If one out of

every three bottles is empty, howmany full bottles
of soda are in the case?

Table 3

Frequency Distributions of Boys' and Girls'
Correct Responses to the Items of Table 2

Number of Items Answered Correctly
0 1 2 3 4

Sex
Boys 9 12 9 7 2

Girls 15 13 9 2
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Table 4

Frequency of CorreCt and_Incorrect Responses

to Each item of Table 2

Item:

Correct First Step
_Student Response

OtherSubtraction No Answer

CARDS Boys 16 15 5 0 3

Girls 16 9 10 4 1

RIBBONS Boys 21 8 2 1

Girls 10 8 12 3

BUS Boys 11 20 4 3 1

Girls 9 20 5 3 3

SODA Boys 11 17 4 3 4

Girls 9 20 4 4 3

Table 5

Key Words and Their Associated Operations

KEY VCRD ASSOCIATW OPERATION
# OF STUDENTS USIN3:
BOYS GIRLS

(1) OF multiplication 3 3

(2) GAVE AWAY/TAKE AWAY Subtraction 4 8

(3) HAVE LEFT/ARE LEFT ttUbtraction 5 9

(4) HAVE LET /ARE LEFT division 3 2

(5) GAVE AWAY division 0 3

(6) 1 IN 6 / 1 IN 3 division 10 7

(7) 1 nq 6 / 1 IN 3 SUbtraction 6 3
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Figure 1

A general model of the underlying structure of the items given in Table 2.

units o
original
quantity

_
units

remaining

proportion
of original
quantity
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